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HOW fit are you? How healthy? How 
well do you eat? How well is your 
life going? Are you on a career path 

that suits you? Do you spice up your life with 
adventure once in a while? All these questions 
come up in this issue of OptiMYz.

On our cover, Stephanie Joanne epito-
mizes OptiMYz. She is fit, healthy and 
ambitious—but not fanatical. She is smart, 
fast on her feet and has a sense of fun. Her 
boxing-themed workout will make you strong 
and toned; it is aerobic and will burn off the 
pounds as long as you watch your diet. There 
no shortcuts.

We follow that with a simple but effective 
program for losing belly fat. Hint: it’s not all 
about the abs.

On the nutrition front, we show how a 
healthy diet and lifestyle combine to support 
you, minimizing stress and optimizing sleep 
and that other bedroom treat—sex. Bonus: A 
simple, healthy and great tasting dish—called 
simply Easy Egg Pie.

Our annual adventure travel guide takes 
you to Africa to check out the rare white 
lions, to the Nordic spas of Quebec and places 
in between; and also profiles Bruce Poon Tip, 
one of the inventors of the modern genre of 
adventure travel.

Deepak Chopra, MD stops by to remind 
you that you have a soul—but you also need 
to look after your body. For inspiration and to 
keep your brain in shape, he recommends you 
reflect on the virtues of Einstein, Buddha and 
a human baby.

There’s a second workout that you can 
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A life in fitness

DAVID HOLT
EDITOR

Watch David's
Video Blog
YOUTUBE.COM/OPTIMYZTV

Free to be fi t
Sign up for free optimyz 

digital experience
OPTIMYZ.COM/DIGITAL

do as a couple. The only gear you need is 
yourselves.

Also, a suggestion for how to make your 
workplace healthier, no matter what the 
boss says.

Plus, check out the local scenes in our 
regional sections. And read our regular colum-
nists, Dr. Julie in the front and Joseph Seiler in 
the back, on how to stay healthy the natural 
way and how your body image depends on 
your self-esteem. To OptiMYz your life, think 
well of yourself.

Enough said. Z

starting line

ON THE COVER: STEPHANIE JOANNE LOVES HER 
FITNESS LIFE.
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News and views 
from the world of 
fitness and health 

» LATEST RESULTS OF 

optimyz.com poll
Summer race season is multi-
sport competition season. 
What are you working on to 
achieve your personal best?

 » More sprinting  . . . . . . . . . . .17%

 » Dusting off  my bike  . . . . . . . .8%

 » Working on my open 

water swim . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .8%

 » Clean diet. Clean race!  . . . 67% 

Current online poll
How can government best 
promote health?

 » Pay for gym memberships

 » More gym/sports in schools

 » Ban smoking

 » Strictly regulate fast foods

 » Better environmental laws

Superfood sundae
Stave off hunger with these six foods that reduce fat, boost 

the immune system, aid digestion and ward off diabetes. 

WANT to whittle your waist while warding off diabetes at the same time? A recent study from 
the UK found that mice fed high-fat diets gained less weight if their diets were also supple-

mented with beta-glucan or inulin, two types of fermentable carbohydrates found in foods.
Fermentable carbohydrates are a type of fiber that’s broken down—or fermented—by the 

bacteria in your colon. Preliminary research on obese women found that higher blood levels of 
the short chain fatty acids (SCFA) acetate were associated with lower levels of visceral fat, the 
dangerous kind that’s linked to diabetes, heart disease, and some cancers.

These foods may also play a role in managing or preventing diabetes. Sounds too good to be 
true? Well, there’s one initial drawback—gas. 

The six svelting foods:

“Nothing great was 
ever achieved without 
enthusiasm.”

RALPH WALDO EMERSON

Locker RoomTH
E

VOTE NOW AT OPTIMYZ.COM

Oats
If you thought fighting fat was all oats were 
capable of, think again. Just two servings can 
lower “bad” cholesterol by more than 5% 
in just six weeks. The key to this cholesterol 
buster is beta-glucan, a substance in oats that 
absorbs LDL, which your body then excretes.

Jerusalem artichokes
Despite their name, Jerusalem artichokes 
aren’t from Jerusalem—and they’re not arti-
chokes. They are small tubers that resemble 
gnarly potatoes. Also called sunchokes, they 
have a nutty taste when cooked.

Mushrooms
A fat fighter and immunity booster? Yep! 
Apparently mushrooms can increase the 
production and activity of white blood cells. 
The daily recommended amount is ¼ to one 
ounce, which makes it easy to add the veggie 
to pasta sauce and eggs.

Asparagus
Remember when we said foods could play a 
role in maintaining good digestion? We were 
talking about asparagus. This versatile veggie 
supplies inulin, a special fiber that helps the 
“good” bacteria in your digestive tract.

Bananas
Forget fat! A medium banana provides a mild 
blood sugar boost and has 30% of the day’s 
vitamin B6, which helps the brain produce 
mellowing serotonin. The more serontonin you 
have, the less likely you are to fall to stress 
and anxiety. Plus, there’s its initial claim to 
fruit fame: muscle-toning potassium.

Onion
Prescribed for everything from diabetes to 
improving athletic performance, as research 
shows their thiosulfinates (sulfur compounds 
responsible for their smell) protect against 
cardiovascular disease. Z  SOURCE: PREVENTION 
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FOR THE FITNESS FANATIC 
WHO HAS EVERYTHING

6 unconventional ways 
to save your marriage
THE lifelong probability of a marriage ending in divorce 

is about 50%, according to PolitiFact.com’s estimates. 

Couples in trouble often seek advice from friends, family and 

counselors. But much of the advice people get about their 

marriage problems is wrong, according to marriage expert 

Mort Fertel, creator of the Marriage Fitness Tele-Boot Camp 

and author of Marriage Fitness.
“The process of reconciling a broken marriage is not intui-

tive,” he says. “A lot of the advice people get is logical, but it’s 
not psychological. It’s ineffective because it doesn’t take into 
account the unique dynamics that occur between a husband 
and wife who are emotionally disconnected.”

1 Go at it alone. Most people think, “I need my spouse to 

work with me to fix our marriage.” But it does not take 

two to tango. One person’s effort can change the momentum 

of a marriage, and very often, it’s that effort that motivates 

the obstinate spouse to join in the process of saving the rela-

tionship.

2 Many people wonder, “Did I marry the right person?” 

But that’s the wrong question. The key to succeeding 

in marriage is not finding the right person, but learn-

ing to love the person you found. There are relationship 

laws that, depending on your behavior, dictate the outcome 

of your marriage. You don’t have to be “lucky in love.” It’s not 

luck; it’s choice.

3 Absence does not make the heart grow fonder. 

In marriage, particularly in a broken marriage, absence 

separates people. It creates distance, and that’s the opposite 

of what we’re trying to achieve, which is closeness.

4 Don’t talk about your problems. Talking about the 

problems in a marriage doesn’t resolve them; it leads 

to arguments and bad will. Besides, you’ll never talk yourself 

out of a problem that you behaved yourself into. Marriages 

change because people change. Say little; do much.

5 Don’t think marriage counseling is the answer. 

The success rate is dismal. Most couples report being 

worse off after marriage counseling.

6 Don’t talk to family or friends about your situa-

tion. One of the most important values in a marriage is 

privacy. It’s a violation of your spouse’s privacy and it’s wrong. 
Z  SOURCE: MARRIAGEMAX.COM 

IF you just built your dream home and you’re into fitness, you 
may want to add the XLR8 HIIT Gym Range of Motion exercise 

machine. With High Intensity Interval Training (HIIT) on the rise, 
the XLR8 is billed as the first exercise machine to allow a full 
body workout with full independent range of motion for every 
muscle group at top intensity level with automatically adjusting 
resistance. It’s the only machine designed for both whole body 
HIIT resistance and cardio workouts.

The caveat: As they say, if you have to ask, you probably 
can’t afford it. Sticker price: $16,995.

While it may be the most expensive single piece of fitness 
equipment on the market, it’s also heavy duty, well-built, and 
universally applicable for full-body workouts. Plus, the name 
translates to a cool verb when you say it out loud. 

The XLR8 is able to deliver the same maximum intensity 
workout to people of all fitness levels. It also incorporates a 
computer to keep track of all types of fitness data, including 
heart rate, cadence, VO2 Max, speed and more. 

Video: youtu.be/wRLhAOvHoDQ 
Z  SOURCE: THEXLR8.COM.

MORE THAN JUST THE
SUNSHINE VITAMIN 
PREGNANT women pass low levels of vitamin 

D on to their babies at almost three times the 
extent previously thought, according to new research 
carried out at London’s Kingston University. 

Vitamin D plays an important role in maintaining 
good levels of calcium and phosphate, which help 
form healthy bones and teeth. The two main forms 
are vitamin D3, which primarily comes from sunlight, 
and D2 which is found in a small number of foods 
including egg yolk, mushrooms, farmed salmon, 
mackerel, sardines and fortified bread and cereals. Z  
SOURCE: SCIENCEDAILY
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Laid low by high heels

TEAM TRIATHLON

Powered by plants 
FOR most people, doing an iron distance triathlon seems unattain-

able or unrealistic. After all, swimming 3.8 km, cycling 180 km then 
running a 42.2 km isn’t exactly an easy feat. But what if you could split 
it up and do it as a team? 

As I found out this summer, doing an iron distance race as a team 
of three was a great way to introduce myself to the sport of long dis-
tance racing. The event, Epic Dartmouth, held in Dartmouth, NS (“the 
City of Lakes”) is one of the only iron distance races where you can 
compete as a team. I did the cycling leg.

Training: Training for a triathlon as a team was a great experi-
ence. We didn’t train together often, but we checked in with each 
other on a daily basis and pushed each other to train harder. Sending 
encouraging texts like “I just did my PB today, watch out!” helped to 
hold each other accountable. 

Nutrition: I embarked on a completely plant-based diet for the 
months leading up to the big day. Logging up to 300 km a week on the 
bike, nutrition was the difference maker. I teamed up with VEGA, who 
supplied me with pre-, during and post-recovery supplements to help 
fuel my training and race day. With so much guidance on the impor-
tance of recovery after a long training day, I found my recovery time 
was amazing when using the VEGA products. After three hours (100 

km+) of hard training, my body was ready to ride the next day. 
Race day: After training for months in preparation of the big day, 

it’s hard to put into words the feeling of working together as a team 
and accomplishing this goal. So if you’re looking for a new challenge, 
grab a couple friends and experience it for yourself. If I can do it, so 
can you. Z  CHRIS SURETTE

EPIC TEAMWORK (LEFT TO RIGHT): NICK RUSSELL (RUNNER), CHRIS SURETTE 
(CYCLIST), CURTIS HAMILTON (SWIMMER).

ONE hour, six minutes and 48 seconds. This is the time it takes for 
high heels to start causing your feet pain, according to a recent 
study by the College of Podiatry. 

Wearing high heels over time can cause 
irreversible damage to feet. In the short term, 
the excess weight on the ball of the foot 
causes friction and inflammation to the area. 
To counterbalance this new body position 
and instability, the wearer unnaturally pushes 
their knees and hips forward and arches their 
back. So while those women who routinely 
wear high heels may look all snazzy and 
sophisticated, they are at risk for permanent 
physiological damage to their knees, hips, 
back and tendons.

Assuming women will refuse to give 
up their high heels in the name of fashion, 
Australian podiatrist and foot biomechanics 
expert Phillip Vasyli (founder of good-for-you 
brands Orthaheel and Dr. Weil Integrative 
Footwear) suggests ways to prevent foot pain 
for those who wear high heels:

1 Choose your heels wisely: Seek out 
quality leather shoes that are breathable 

and feature adequate arch support. Lower 
quality shoes often utilize synthetic material, 
which doesn’t flex with your foot and can 
cause foot pain.

2 Mind your heel height: The human 
body was not intended to walk in high 

heels, so save them for special occasions. The 
best option is to aim for a 1.5–2 inch heel 
with a wedge sole—with some contact with 
the arch of your foot. If you walk in anything 
higher than three inches, your normal stride 
will be affected.

3 Take a break: The average person takes 
between 8,000–10,000 steps per day 

walking on hard, unnatural surfaces. Give 
your dogs a break by spacing out the days you 
wear your highest heels.

4 Commute in comfort: Wear a more 
comfortable, supportive shoe to com-

mute to and from your workplace and wear the 
higher shoes just at your desk if possible. 

To keep those dogs from 
barking, add these exercises to 
your daily routine: 
Yoga for high heels: Pelvic tilts and 
calf stretches will minimize any muscle 
cramping and shortening.  
Plantar fascia stretches: Stretch the 
plantar fascia by pulling up on the foot 
and toes. Hold the stretch for 30 seconds. 
Repeat five times and aim to stretch 
three times per day.
Leg/calf muscle stretches: Clinical evi-
dence is showing a greater incidence of 
plantar fasciitis in association with tight 
calf muscles. A lack of ankle flexibility can 
cause an early heel lift, placing additional 
stresses on the plantar fascia. A good pos-
terior leg muscle stretching regime can 
reduce plantar fascia stress. Z
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Reconnect with the Earth. Minimalist-inspired shoes 
and lightweight apparel for outside people.

Shown: Men’s Ascend Glove  

MERRELL.COM

Learn more about 
our M-ConnectTM 

collection
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www.spartanfitness.ca • 1-877-778-8822

FOUR NEW ONTARIO LOCATIONS: Mississauga • Oakville • Newmarket • Vaughan
ATLANTIC CANADA LOCATIONS: Halifax • Moncton • Charlottetown • Dartmouth • St. John’s

Industry-leading
equipment and 
advice. That’s 
Spartan Fitness.

For over 18 years Canadians have turned to Spartan Fitness
Equipment for the top fitness brands, most comprehensive
service, door to door delivery and Canada’s most experienced
sales staff. With 6 locations in Atlantic Canada and 4 brand
new stores in the Greater Toronto Area, the time is now to see
for yourself why we’re one of Canada’s largest specialty
fitness equipment retailers.

Turn to Spartan Fitness Equipment for industry leading brands for your home and business.

Ask a pharmacist
BY HEATHER LANGILLE

How do I protect myself from 
traveler’s diarrhea?

DIARRHEA is frequently experienced 
while travelling as a result of con-
suming contaminated food or drink. 

Traveller’s Diarrhea is easily recognized as an 
increased frequency of stool plus cramping, 
fever, urgency or stool with blood/mucus. 
Episodes occur abruptly and usually last a 
few days. 

Travel destinations are the leading risk 
factor, with higher rates found in developing 
countries. Inconvenient and unreliable medical 
care in these areas necessitates bringing anti-
biotics to use in cases where diarrhea contains 
blood/mucus and is accompanied by fever. 

Practicing good hygiene, avoiding 
risky situations and following the tips in the 
table can drastically reduce your risk. Speak 
with your pharmacist about safely using 
anti-diarrheal medications and oral rehydra-
tion solutions that can help relieve 
symptoms. If your symptoms are severe, 
last longer than 14 days or you suffer from 
other medical conditions, seek medical assis-
tance immediately. Z

Heather is a practising pharmacist in Toronto 

with a pharmacy degree from Dalhousie 

University in Halifax, NS.

TIPS FOR AVOIDING DIARRHEA

Boil it, cook it, peel it or forget it

Avoid unpasteurized dairy products, street 
vendors and ice cubes

Do not buy medication abroad (unsafe and 
ineffective)

Avoid room temperature foods (buffets, 
condiments)

Eat hot, well cooked foods

Drink boiled or bottled water

Wash and peel fruit (no watermelon!)

Avoid raw veggies

Wash hands with soap and water before 
eating; if water is unavailable alcohol 
based sanitizer may be used

Have your pharmacist help you choose 
medications that are appropriate for you 
as many antibiotics/antidiarrheals have 
drug interactions

THE LOCKER ROOM
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FIRST AID

www.canfitpro.com
1-800-667-5622REGISTER NOW 

canfitpro offers  First Aid and CPR & AED courses that are 
accessible, attainable, and affordable. 

CPR & AEDWITH

In an emergency situation every second counts. 

Would you be able to save a 
loved one’s life?

AUGMENTED REALITY

Images of “perfect” women in the media affect 
everyday perspective on “best” body type
WHY are we all so obsessed with thin 

bodies? Could it have something to 
do with what we see regularly in the media? 
A study appearing in the journal PLoS ONE 
supports the idea that seeing images affects 
what people consider to be acceptable body 
types. So when ads use ultra-skinny models 
it’s not surprising that many women develop 
an unhealthy relationship with food and a dis-
torted image of what’s attractive.

One theory is that the more images a 
woman sees of someone thin, the more she’ll 
internalize the idea that thin bodies are normal 
and larger bodies are abnormal. The more thinness is linked 
to being healthy, wealthy and having prestige, the more likely that 
women will associate “thin” with “good.”

To test this theory, the team of researchers from 
Durham University in the U.K. asked 57 female 
subjects to look at pairs of large and small 

women in bikinis and indicate which of the 
two shapes they preferred. Next the subjects 
were shown a series of photos of all large 
or all small women, some wearing evening 
gowns, some treated for eating disorders.

Those who’d originally preferred thin 
bodies increased their preferences for skinny 
after being shown pictures of thin models, 
but they decreased the preference for thin 
bodies after seeing pictures of larger women. 

Other work has shown that factors like ethnicity, the 
historical context and the methods used in advertising can all influence 
a woman’s body-size preference. Z  SOURCE: DAILY HEALTH BULLETIN
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dr. julie 

SLEEP is essential for the body to heal 
and for most people how we feel and 
perform the next day depends on how 

well we’ve slept the night before. I person-
ally am not at my best if I don’t get a good 
night of sleep. So, what can you use for 
insomnia without creating a dependency on 
medications or supplements? In my clinic of 
integrative medicine in San Jose CA, I usually 
recommend a few supplements as a starting 
point for insomnia. These tend to be safe for 
the general public and people taking them 
need not worry about becoming dependent 
on them. My top three favorites are theanine, 
magnesium and 5-HTP or L-Tryptophan.

Theanine is an amino acid that helps to 
reduce anxiety and promote relaxation and 
rest. It is mild and can be used by those who 
can’t shut off their mind when trying to go 
to sleep. You would take 100-200mg about 
10 minutes before bed.

Magnesium is great at reducing anxiety 
and helping with quality of sleep as well. 
First have your doctor check your magnesium 
level and make sure you are safe to take 
it. Your doctor can then prescribe a dos-
age based on your labs. Magnesium is also 

necessary for muscle activity and will help 
those with leg cramps or muscle tightness 
and spasms. It tends to loosen your stool so 
it will help with constipation, but be wary if 
you have a tendency towards loose stools or 
diarrhea. Those with kidney disease may not 
be able to clear this, so check with your doc-
tor first.

5-HTP or L-tryptophan has the added 
benefit of helping your mood and helps to 
put you to sleep. If you have low mood and 
insomnia, this is potentially a good option. I 
generally recommend about 100-200mg of 
5-HTP or 500mg of L-tryptophan per night 
for the average person with average weight 
and health. If you are on antidepressants or 
any other drugs that already have serotonin 
effects, you should clear it with your doctor 
before trying it.

Although these options tend to have the 
most benefit with the least amount of prob-
lems and grogginess in the mornings, there 
is still potential for interactions if you are on 
other supplements and medications so please 
clear any new supplements with your doctor.

Many of you with insomnia may already 
know about supplements like valerian root, 

Dr. Julie, I have trouble falling asleep but once I am asleep, I 
sleep well. I tend to react to low dosages of medications. Can you 
suggest some mild supplement options for insomnia? I also tend 
to have low mood or anxiety if I don’t get enough sleep. My mood 
issues are not severe and my doctor says I don’t have depression.

lemon balm, melatonin, kava kava and pas-
sionflower, to name a few. In my experience 
these tend to cause more drowsiness in the 
morning and potentially have more side 
effects if you have environmental allergies 
to various plants. Having said that, these 
are still viable options for those with severe 
insomnia who need stronger agents to get 
to sleep.

Always clear your supplements with your 
doctor to make sure you are being safe. 
Practice good sleep hygiene by avoiding caf-
feine, turning down the lights a few hours 
before bed to get your body more relaxed 
and increase your own melatonin. Don’t do 
energizing activities like work or watch 
stressful TV shows before bed. Ultimately, 
good sleep hygiene is the most effective and 
safest way to help your body enter naturally 
into the restful stages of sleep you so desper-
ately crave. Z

Dr. Julie T. Chen, MD, is an integrative medicine 

physician with her own practice in San Jose, CA. 

Check out her website at makinghealthyez.com.

What supplements can you
safely take for insomnia? 
BY DR. JULIE T. CHEN, M.D.

Many of you with insomnia may already know about 
supplements like valerian root, lemon balm, melatonin, kava 
kava and passionflower, to name a few.
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Call 1.800.477.4462 or v is i t GNC.ca for the store nearest you. 
©2013 General Nutr i t ion Corporat ion.

G N C — B E S T  P R O D U C T.  B E S T  

E X P E R I E N C E .  B E S T  R E S U LT S.

C O M E  I N  O R  V I S I T  U S  AT  G N C . C A  F O R  

HEALTH AND WELLNESS SOLUTIONS TODAY.

GNC PRO PERFORMANCE®  

WHE Y ISO BURST 

Powerful formula feeds hungry muscles 

with 39-40g of protein. Extremely low 

i n  c a r b s ,  f a t  a n d  l a c t o s e .  A v a i l a b l e 

i n  6  de l i c ious f l avour s .

 PROTEIN-PACKED

 MUSCLE

 FUEL
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inspiration 

Feel good, live long
Deepak Chopra says you are not your brain—you have a soul. 

Expanding your awareness is the key to a long and healthy life.

BY DAVID HOLT

DEEPAK CHOPRA, MD thinks the human species is evolving. It may 
be slow and erratic but we are becoming more concerned with 
the wellbeing of each other, the other creatures on the planet and 

indeed the health of the planetary ecosystem. This includes you.

There is nothing small about Deepak 
Chopra. When he speaks, people listen. When 
he writes, people read. He has written or co-
written over 60 books, so far. The physician, 
philosopher, author, speaker and adventurer 
blends the wisdom of East and West. He is 
based at The Chopra Centre in California, but 
moves in many worlds. He spoke in Halifax a 
few years back, getting 600 people to close 
their eyes and meditate with him. .

Chopra was back a few months ago, the 
guest of the Emergent Learning conference. 
He got right to the point. The two main ques-
tions in science, he told us, are: 1. What is the 
universe made of, and 2. What is the nature of 
consciousness? 

He pointed out that 70% of the universe 
is dark energy, 25% is dark matter and 5% 
doesn’t interact with light. The visible universe 
is only a tiny fraction of the universe.

Conclusion: “What is the nature of the 
universe? We don’t know.”

He zeroed in on the brain. “Over the last 
300 years we have assumed that consciousness 
is made by the brain in the same way that bile 
is made from the gallbladder,” he said. What is 
the relation of the electric current in our brain 
to the real universe? We are bamboozled. We 
don’t know how we experience anything. The 
brain is just fat and water. Where is creativity? 
Where is free will? We don’t know.”

There are other deep questions: Is there 
any significance to our existence? Do we have 
a soul? “Maybe we are asking the wrong ques-
tions,” he said. “Maybe we should reverse the 
question and ask how consciousness created 

the universe. Is there a universal mind that lies 
outside of space and time?”

In his latest book Superbrain, Chopra and 
co-author Harvard neuroscientist Rudy Tanzi 
argue that you are not your brain—In the 
same way you are not your big toe. But you 
are the user of your brain. The brain is plastic; 
it can change. You can change your brain by 
how you think and act.

Where is this “you”? he asks. In the pre-
scientific world, people assumed there was 
a god and we have a soul. Many scientists 
prefer to skip the question, but the neu-
rophysiologist Wilder Pinfield of Montreal 
found that you can’t find “yourself” in your 
body. “This is because you are not in your 
body,” said Chopra. “So where are you? The 
soul is timeless and non-local. Without a 
conscious being there could be no 
universe.”

The mind is always liv-
ing in the past or the 
future, he said. It takes 
you away from the pres-
ent—from reality. “The 
mind is dreaming for 
your entire life, but you 
can feel the presence of 
your spirit or soul. The 
present moment never 
ends. It is a window to 
eternity.”

We have three brains. 
The ancient reptilian brain 
controls basic life functions. 
The 100 million year old lim- BLENDING EAST AND WEST.

“The mind is dreaming for 
your entire life, but you can 
feel the presence of your 
spirit or soul. The present 
moment never ends. It is a 
window to eternity.”

DEEPAK CHOPRA
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INSPIRATION

bic brain controls the emotions, hormones 
and limbic system. The much more recent 
cortical brain allows us logic, creativity and 
self-reflection.

As human society becomes more intricate, 
our evolution can rise to a new level. The key 
to the long-term wellbeing of individuals 
and our species—and indeed the planet as a 
whole—is the process of increasing our aware-
ness and self-awareness. This is called “the 
mindful way.” Any time you ask “what am I 
aware of right now?” your perception shifts 
“so you focus on your body, your mood, the 
temperature and light in the room.” You are 
aware of your inner self and the outer world 
at the same time.

This is mindfulness. It is the awareness 
that comes from knowing yourself. This 
allows you to become more objective about 
the world. This state of awareness provides 
a sense of wellbeing that contributes to 
overall health. The more people spend time 
in this state, the more they empathize and 
care about others—and indeed about all liv-
ing things. The best way to cultivate this 
state is through meditation, which, one way 
or another, is practiced by all of the world’s 
religions.

While Chopra recognizes that obsession 
with technology can reduce people’s aware-
ness, he also sees the value of growing social 
networks, where people can share information 
quickly and do not need to rely on govern-
ments and other elites for this service. “Social 
networks allow people to share emotions,” he 
said. “Consciousness creates reality. A global 
brain is emerging.”

The body is a verb

A physician, Chopra is never far from the 
subject of health. “The body is a miracle,” 

he said. “It is a verb—always changing.” In less 
than one year we replace 98% of our body.

DNA changes every six weeks.
He is up on the latest research but favours 

the natural approach. Recently, scientists have 
zeroed in on the role of telomeres, the pieces 
of DNA at the end of our chromosomes. As 
you age, they become shorter, which in turn 
tends to shorten your lifespan.

If you meditate, have a good diet, exercise 
and sleep well, you will live longer. Partly this 
is because you produce more telomerase, the 
enzyme that keeps the telomeres intact. “You 
are actually spreading your feeling of wellbe-
ing to your DNA,” he said. Z

Seven nutrients 
for the brain
IN Superbrain, the authors quote Dr. 

Daniel Siegel and David Rock, who 
present the concept of “a healthy mind 
platter of seven daily nutrients.” 

Inner work is made up of four ele-
ments: sleep time, focus time, time in 
(meditation), and down time (relaxing). 

The other three elements are outer 
work, which consists of physical time 
(exercise), play time and connecting 
time (socializing).

This all takes place during a healthy day 
that follows natural cycles. In our society, however, with distractions 
like drugs and TV the brain is caught between rigidity and chaos. Inner 
work helps to find the middle ground between these two undesirable 
states. Z

Three heroes

In Superbrain, the authors suggest 
three heroes who represent keys to 
our evolution to a higher state. 

Einstein, with his endless curiosity 
and appreciation of the mystery of 
the universe, represents flexibility. 

A human baby, who is always 
learning and adding new expe-
riences and skills, represents 
integration. 

The Buddha, with his focus on 
meditation, discipline and kindness, 
represents expanding awareness. 

feel good, live long

MIND PLATTER

CO-AUTHOR RUDOLPH E. TANZI, PHD.
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cover: workout 1 

A fusion of traditional body weight 

exercises and boxing moves will 

quickly show you how effective 

15 minutes can be and how heavy 

just a few pounds can feel.
PHOTOGRAPHY BY BENOIT DESJARDINS

MAXIMIZE. Now this is Stephanie Joanne’s lan-
guage. This quick workout will have you sold on 
the idea that just 15 minutes can count. Stephanie 

has adopted these moves in her personal fitness routine, 
as she became extremely motivated to improve her boxing 
skills. This routine is the result of combining moves from an 
avid fitness junkie with a new-found love of boxing. 

As a seasoned personal trainer Stephanie has worked 
with clients all over Canada. She appears regular on local 
and national television hosting challenges that motivate and 
inspire her audiences.

PUMP WITH A 
PUNCH

Stephanie with Jonathan Chaimberg, 
owner of Adrenaline Performance 
Centre in Montreal

15 minutes 
a day

2–3 times 
a week

See results in 
4 weeks!
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THE 101 

Equipment
Light dumbbells or any objects 

weighing 3–5 lbs

Stance
Feet wide, roughly wider than 

shoulder width apart with back 
foot heel lifted. Feet should be 

in toe to heel alignment.

Jab 
This is the busiest punch in box-
ing. Thrown with your leading 
hand straight from your chin. 

Cross
Consider this your power 
punch thrown with your 

dominant hand. Also known 
as straight right.

Shadowbox  
2 MINUTES

Start in your boxing stance. Keep your knees soft and start to just move 
your shoulders and hips in your stance. Throw a jab- jab-cross in con-
tinuous movement to warm up your body. Stay light on your feet.

 EXPERT TIP  ALWAYS RETURN YOUR ARMS TO YOUR CHIN. NOT ONLY IS THIS CORRECT 
BOXING FORM, YOU WILL WORK YOUR SHOULDER THAT MUCH MORE.

Lunge and punch  
5 SET PER SIDE | 15 JAB-CROSS COMBINATIONS

A Start in a lunge position with the 
back knee one inch off the floor.

B While staying in the lunge position 
throw 15 jab-cross punches.

C Return to standing and alternate 
sides.

 EXPERT TIP  WHILE PUNCHING KEEP SHOUL-
DERS RELAXED AND FREE FROM TENSION. 
THIS MOVE IS MOST EFFECTIVE WHEN YOUR 
LOWER BODY STAYS STABLE WITH LITTLE TO 
NO MOVEMENT.

B

A

Workout tip

This workout will have your shoulders burning in no 
time. Get some immediate relief between sets or after 
your workout by hanging out in a downward dog. This 
is a great position to relieve tightness in your entire 
body especially all the muscles used in this workout. 
Try for 4 minutes in this pose.
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COVER: WORKOUT 1

pump with a punch

Isometric squat with 
combinations  

10 COMBINATIONS

A Start in a deep squat position.

B While staying in the squat with small 
weights punch for a jab-jab-cross–jab–
cross. Continue with this combination until 
you have reached 10. The entire exercise is 
performed while holding a squat.

 EXPERT TIP  IF YOU FIND YOURSELF LEANING FOR-
WARD OR VERY UNCOMFORTABLE IN THE SQUAT 
TRY USING A WALL AND LEANING AGAINST IT 
WHILE YOU PUNCH.

Sit-ups with jab-cross  
5 SETS OF 20 STRAIGHT PUNCHES

A Starting in a sit up postion. While holding your small 
weights sit your body all the way up. Slowly lower your 
body down until you feel your abdominals contract and 
fully engage.

B Pause at the point where your core is most engaged 
and throw 20 jab-cross punches. Return to floor and 
come back up for your next set.

 EXPERT TIP  IF YOU ARE EXPERIENCING A SORE LOWER BACK, THIS 
MOVE IS GREAT WITHOUT THE ADDED WEIGHTS TOO!

100 burnout  
COUNT TO 100 PUNCHES

A Either on a treadmill or walking circles around a studio or open space.

B While walking continuously punch 10 jabs followed by 10 cross punches. Alternate 
until you have reached 100 punches. Keep returning your hands to your chin and 
making sure to extend your arms all the way out.

 EXPERT TIP  IF YOU HAVE ACCESS TO A TREADMILL TRY THIS ON INCLINE FOR AN EXTRA CHALLENGE.

B

B

B

A

A

A
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Whether you are looking 
to punch your plateau or 
kick-start a new routine 
adding this will do the 
trick. See big results in just 
four weeks!

THE WORKOUT
 » 15-minute workout 2-3 times 

a week
 » Time of day does not matter. 

Find 15 minutes anywhere and 
anytime

 » If you don’t have dumbbells. 
No excuse, cans or bottles will 
work just fine

NUTRITION FOR SUCCESS
 » Keep processed/refined foods to 

a minimum
 » Consume lots of water, espe-

cially when exercising
 » Choose options without labels 

as much as possible and when 
you must have them, make sure 
you can read them

TOP TIP
Be prepared! Squeezing in 15 min-
utes a day to blast thought this 
workout is possible. Plan ahead and 
schedule your time in. Pack your 
workout clothes with you if you 
are away from home. Just as you 
schedule your workouts you should 
also prepare your meals for the day. 
Don’t find yourself stuck in the fast 
food drive though when it is too 
late. If you are prepared, you will 
eat wholesome food, before 
you are hungry. 

FIND YOUR INSPIRATION

Modifi ed push up 
with punches  

10 PUSH-UPS WITH 10 PUNCHES

A Start in a modified push up position 
with small weights in your hands. Place 
your knees on a mat or soft surface. 
Lower your upper body into a push up 
position.

B Come up with explosive power so 
that you end up tall on our knees.

C From your knees throw 10 punches 
jab-cross. Return into a low push up 
position and repeat.

 EXPERT TIP  THE TRICK WITH THIS MOVE IS TO 
USE MOMENTUM FROM YOUR PUSH UP TO 
SPRING YOU BODY BACK TO YOUR KNEES.

Feet together squat & punches
10 SLOW SQUATS WITH CONTINUOUS PUNCHES

A Start with feet together.

B Throw continuous jab-cross punches while lowering down into a squat. Continue punching as you 
return to standing.

B

C

A

B

A
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POWER PUNCHING

Overall strength and 
fi tness with a focus on 
shoulders and arms

AS a personal trainer, I get asked a 
lot about my method or workout 

style. The truth is I enjoy switching up 
routines for my clients as well as my 
personal workouts. Providing the basic 
dietary and lifestyle elements are in 
place, I encourage you to mix and match 
styles of working out based on whatever 
it is that makes you love to sweat! 

Over a decade in the weight room 
had me thinking what else can I do. 
Recently I found a love for boxing. That 
feeling of working out which doesn’t feel 
like working out—you know what I’m 
talking about. This is how I started liter-
ally pumping and punching!

I added this routine 2–3 times a 
week. In 15 short minutes these very 
small handheld weights delivered that 
great accomplished feeling I look for 
after every workout. After only four 
weeks, you will notice the burn in your 
shoulders and arms become more man-
ageable and you will begin to feel like 
a rock star now that you can pack some 
powerful UMPH behind your punches.

I love it for my ladies whom general-
ly suffer from weak upper body strength; 
it is the ultimate fix it solution for this 
concern. Boys, think you are tough? Give 
it a go and see how even two “little” 5 
lb dumbbells will give you that “oh, she’s 
not kidding” kind of burn. I promise. 

When you are short for time or sim-
ply in a workout rut, give this routine 
a try. It makes a great addition to your 
regular routine and will get you back 
into the groove of fitness while promis-
ing a full body strength and conditioning 
workout in one! - STEPHANIE JOANNE

BIOGRAPHY

A passion for 
fitness and health
WITH a background as a personal trainer, club consultant, group fitness instruc-

tor, GM and studio owner, Stephanie Joanne is a key figure on the Toronto 
fitness scene. She is the fitness expert at CityLine and has weekly Fitness segments 
on CityNews, combined with regular appearances on Breakfast Television. She trains 
Toronto’s high-profile television personalities and everyday clients at a private studio.

Stephanie’s passion for fitness originated in childhood where sports and active 
lifestyles were encouraged. Her love for competition and fitness directed her to study 
kinesiology at York University and she has added many certifications and courses.

Her passion for fitness was the genesis of her lifestyle brand, Stephanie Joanne 
Living, where clients worldwide work with her through online training, coaching and 
motivation. She is the founder and creator of her own Fusion 31 Workout Method 
and Fitness DVD. Her philosophy is to balance fitness, nutrition and mental well-
being. She stresses that everyone should have a basic understanding of the human 
body and how it operates. She is particularly interested in the relationship between 
mental health and body image.

Stephanie has lived in Holland, Germany and the United States. Her father is 
Dutch and her mother Chinese. She loves her family and has a passion for adventure 
and travel.

COVER

pump with a punch
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a better you 

Shrink that waistline
The 6 keys to reducing belly fat. Hint: It’s not all 

about the abs.

BY BRUCE KRAHN

BELLY FAT—most of us have too much of it and everybody wants to 
lose it. And for good reason too. Not only does it look bad and make 
us feel self-conscious on the beach, but too much of it can also 

shorten our lives.

In a recent study researchers discovered that your waist circumference is 
a good predictor of morbidity. If at the age of 50 you have a waist circum-
ference of 44 inches (female) and 45 inches (male) you have roughly the 
same chance of premature death as if you had breast or prostate cancer!

Getting rid of the stuff is actually quite simple. However, simple doesn’t 
mean that it’s going to be easy. Like anything worthwhile, doing it will take 
some effort. Here are the steps you should take to make things as simple as 
possible:

 Know your fats 

UNDERSTAND that not all fat on your 

body is the same. There are actually 

four types of fat: Essential fat (the stuff 

your body must hold onto to maintain 

the health of your spinal cord, brain and 

other vital organs)—the presence of this 

fat sets the lower limit for how lean a man 

or woman can get, which is approximately 

3% in men and 9% in women; visceral fat 

(the fat surrounding your internal organs); 

brown fat (found in the highest amounts 

in babies and diminishes with age); and 

subcutaneous fat (the stuff that makes us 

hate our midsections when wearing a bath-

ing suit).

 Get the adrenaline 
 pumping 

FAT is essentially energy that is stored 

in the form of triglyceride within the 

fat cell. In order to “burn” fat, we have to 

get it out of the cell and into the blood-

stream. This calls upon the action of the 

catecholamine hormone adrenaline. Exercise 

increases the adrenaline response and is 

what makes it necessary for losing fat fast.

No amount of 
exercise, diet 
pills or diet 
tricks will 

work if you are 
consistently 
eating more 

calories than you 
are burning. 
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3 4

5 6

 Reduce calories 

A calorie deficit is required for access-

ing stored fat for energy. No amount 

of exercise, diet pills or diet tricks will work 

if you are consistently eating more calories 

than you are burning. A simple way to get 

into a calorie deficit is to calculate your 

maintenance calories and subtract 20%. 

Here is how to calculate your 
maintenance calories: 

(Bodyweight in pounds) x 14

 Keep those 
 hormones in check 

THERE is evidence that suggests belly 

fat is correlated with high insulin (from 

too many carbs) and cortisol levels (from 

too much stress). Keep these hormones in 

check by including omega-3 fatty acids in 

your diet in the form of fish oil and ground 

flax seed.

 Skip the donuts 

LOSING belly fat and maintaining a cal-

orie deficit is a whole lot easier when 

you eat a diet that is rich in nutrients such 

as protein, essential fatty acids and fibre. 

Try consuming only meat, vegetables and 

healthy oils during the week and have one 

day on the weekend where you consume 

your favorite carb foods such as potatoes 

or rice etc. This is an excellent way to keep 

hunger at bay while keeping your fat stor-

ing hormones in check.

 Get moving 

FINALLY, it is imperative that you 

exercise. Train using a whole body 

resistance training program three days per 

week while performing cardio on alternate 

days. Include some yoga too. Keep your rest 

intervals short and the weight relatively 

heavy in order to preserve muscle mass. This 

is the secret to having a lean, trim body. 

You may be asking, “Where do the 

crunches fit in?” The truth is direct ab work 

will do little to reduce your stomach fat. 

It is better to stick with training the larger 

muscle groups.

Losing belly fat is virtually guaranteed when you implement these strategies. All that is left 

is for you to do is, “just do it!” Z

Bruce Krahn is the author of The Fat Fighter Diet. His website is theleanbody.com

The truth is 
direct ab work 

will do little 
to reduce your 
stomach fat. It 

is better to stick 
with training 

the larger 
muscle groups.

In a recent study researchers discovered 
that your waist circumference is a good 

predictor of morbidity.
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PARTNER TRAINING: PART 1

Better with  
a buddy
Who says you need fancy training 

gear to get a great workout? Try 

this full-body workout requiring 

only you and a friend. 

BY LISA AVRAMENKO & JOSHUA MUISE  
PHOTOGRAPHY BY KELLY CLARK

TRAINING with a buddy is a great way to add 
a little excitement to your regular training ses-
sions. Partner bodyweight training is not only 

fun but functional: “Compliance increases tenfold 
when you have a partner to exercise with,” says Joshua 
Muise, owner of Hoplite Personal Training. “Not only 
do you have accountability, but it makes training more 
fun, which will keep you coming back for more!”

Incorporating regular bodyweight training into 
your current workout regimen is a surefire way to 
build both strength and cardiovascular endurance. 
Bodyweight training can be done anywhere, at any 
time, with no special equipment, offering you an 
endless amount of options and locations to hone 
your skills. Everything from your hotel room to the 
playground across the street offers a unique training 
opportunity.

Bringing another person into the mix makes things 
interesting. Unlike traditional weights or machines—
lifting, pulling and pushing off of a person improves 
dynamic stability. Partners twist, turn, shake and laugh. 
No two reps are ever the same. The whole body works 
as you brace and stabilize to finish your set. 

Grab a partner and take turns doing the exercises 
below. Be sure to warm up first with dynamic cardio-
vascular exercises such as marching or jogging and 
joint mobility. Exercise your communication skills by 
checking in with your partner to see if you need to 
adjust pressure, load or intensity. Listen to your body 
and rest when needed.

workout 2

Watch for 
Part 2 
in next 
issue
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Partner rowing
Works back, arms and core 

3–5 SETS | 12–18 REPS

A Partner one is supine on the ground, legs crossed and arms crossed or 
out to the sides for stability. Partner two stands in a long lunge position 
alongside partner one, reaches down with one hand and grabs under 
partner one’s ankles.

B Without rounding your upper back, partner two “rows” partner one up 
and lowers down slowly to complete one rep.

 EXPERT TIP  BOTH PARTNERS BUILD CORE STRENGTH BY MAINTAINING A BRACED NEU-
TRAL SPINE. DECREASE CHALLENGE BY HAVING PARTNER TWO BEND AT THE HIPS, OR 
SIMPLY ROW ONE LEG AT A TIME.

High knees to hands
Works cardiovascular system, 
quadriceps and core  

3-5 SETS | 20-30 REPS

A Partner one sits in an isometric squat hold 
with arms extended forward from shoulders, 
palms facing down.

B Partner two lightly targets alternating knees 
to partner one’s palms, either marching, or jog-
ging to increase intensity. Count one rep every 
time your right knee lifts.

 EXPERT TIP  WHEN YOU ARE JOGGING, BRACE YOUR 
CORE TIGHTLY AND MAINTAIN TALL POSTURE—THIS WILL 
GET YOUR CORE BURNING. WHEN SQUATTING, SINKING 
LOWER INTO THE SQUAT WILL INCREASE THE WORK ON 
YOUR QUADRICEPS.

Quad balance
Stretches quadriceps, improves balance 

3 SETS | 30 SECOND REPS

Hold hands—clasping right hand to right hand—as you shift your 
weight into your right foot. Stand tall, then reach down with your 
left hand and draw your heel towards your left glute to stretch 
quadricep muscles. 

 EXPERT TIP  TO INCREASE STRETCH IN THE QUADRICEPS, SQUEEZE THE GLUTE 
AND PRESS YOUR FOOT INTO YOUR HAND.

B

B

A

A
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partner training exercises 
WORKOUT 2

Crab dip
Works triceps and core 

3-5 SETS | 8-12 REPS

A Partner one holds a supine back bridge position from hands and feet, making a table top 
with their body. Partner two places hands on partner one’s knees, both partners facing the 
same direction.

B Partner two tricep dips from partner one’s knees. 

 EXPERT TIP  WHEN DIPPING, PULL SHOULDERS BACK AND DOWN, AND MAKE SURE YOU BEND YOUR ELBOWS 
WITHOUT SHRUGGING. PARTNER ONE CAN INCREASE WORK ON THE GLUTES BY LIFTING HIPS HIGHER AND IN 
LINE WITH KNEES AND ELBOWS.

Chest opener
Stretches chest and shoulders 

Partners stand side by side, then bring right 
palm to right palm. Both partners gently press 
towards each other.

 EXPERT TIP  DRAW SHOULDERS BACK AND DOWN, AND 
MAINTAIN A 90-DEGREE BEND IN YOUR ELBOW. KEEP 
MUSCLES CONTRACTED TO AVOID OVER-STRETCHING.

Plank hops
Works core, cardiovascular and 
plyometric ability 

3-5 SETS | 20-30 REPS

A Partner one holds front plank position from 
elbows or hands.

B Partner two steps or hops laterally over part-
ner one. 

 EXPERT TIP  IF YOU ARE NOT SURE WHETHER YOU CAN 
SAFELY STEP OR HOP OVER YOUR PARTNER, COMPLETE 
THE HOPS BEHIND YOUR PARTNER’S LEGS WHILE YOUR 
PARTNER HOLDS THE PLANK.

BIOGRAPHIES

Joshua Muise (trainhoplite.com) and 
Lisa Avramenko (happyfit.ca) are a 
married fitness super-team, who train 
together daily. Check out their latest fit-
ness endeavor at projectkettlebell.com. Z

B

B

A

A
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injury clinic

Pain in the neck
Thoracic Outlet Syndrome is a common injury that can be successfully 
treated with the help of a few stretches.
BY DR. RICHARD THOMPSON 

PAIN, numbness, tingling and/or weakness down the arms and into 

the hands are symptoms indicative of neurological or vascular com-

promise, which can be caused by a condition known as thoracic 

outlet syndrome (TOS). The thoracic outlet is an area between the lower 

neck and shoulder girdle area that also borders the chest wall, shoulder 

blade and arm pit.

The syndrome typically occurs in those 
over the age of 20—about three times more 
frequently in women than in men—and tends 
to occur in those who perform activities 
or sports that involve a lot of functional 
demand from the neck and shoulder girdle, 
particularly when the arms are raised over-
head. Other common risk factors include 
direct compression from wearing heavy 
backpacks and stomach sleeping posture with 
the arms resting under the pillow and head 
turned to the side.

While most cases of TOS can be treated 
conservatively and resolve quite well, it is 
important to have the injury diagnosed early 
as there may be many other causes of arm 
and hand symptoms, some with more serious 
implications. To help identify if you are deal-
ing with TOS, a hallmark feature of the injury 
is the ability to reproduce the symptoms 
down the arms with specific neck positioning, 
shoulder/arm positioning, or a combination 
of the two. You would also notice that the 
symptoms occur while performing the same 
activities day to day.

There are many different structures in the 
thoracic outlet that can be the source of the 
impingement, including bone, ligaments, scar 
tissue, tendons and muscles. When the prob-
lem arises from a soft-tissue source, we can 
help manage symptoms and speed-up recovery 
with some simple stretches to help reduce 
the tightness of these structures. This will 

clearly alleviate symptoms when the tissues 
are impinging on the neurological/vascular 
transmission.

Stretching
Two of the more commonly involved muscles 
with TOS are the pectoralis major muscle and 
scalene muscle group. The following images 
demonstrate effective stretches for these 
structures. Keep in mind that it is possible to 
recreate the primary symptoms by perform-
ing these stretches so do not stretch too 
aggressively. Hold for 30 seconds per stretch 
and avoid pulling on the body to increase the 
stretch. 

Stretches should always be done when the 
muscle tissues are warm, so do not perform 
them first thing in the morning. Other home 
care considerations include regular intervals of 
icing over the source of the injury, removing 
aggravating positions/movements from your 
daily routine, and, if necessary, anti-inflamma-
tory medications. Z

Dr. Richard Thompson, BA Kin (Hon), DC, CSCS, 

is a sports-injury focused chiropractor and 

clinic director at Active Approach Health & 

Wellness Centre in Halifax. As a certified Active 

Release Techniques® provider and Ironman® 

partner member, he enjoys helping the weekend 

warrior to the elite athlete stay injury free and 

enjoying the sport they love. activeapproach.ca; 

902-429-2225.

PECTORALIS STRETCH: FEEL THE 
STRETCH THROUGH THE UPPER CHEST 
INTO THE FRONT OF THE SHOULDERS.

SCALENES STRETCH: FEEL THE 
STRETCH ALONG THE FRONT OF THE 
NECK TOWARDS THE COLLAR BONE.



That's why I developed resources for you. A 

great example is my SHRED™ Bootcamp, but 

getting in shape or taking it to the next level 

is never easy. It takes commitment and 

discipline, and sometimes a little more. 

Because when you are pushing to that next 

level, your body wants to push back in the 

form of stiffness and being tired. That's why I 

recommend SierraSil® Joint Formula14™. 

For me and thousands of Canadians, it reduces 

that push back, so you can SHRED™ it, baby! 

I love helping 
    you be your best. 

Find SierraSil at your favourite health 

food store, select pharmacies or 

online at www.sierrasil.com.

And check out Geroy Simon and I 

talking about SierraSil on Youtube! 

Just search “TommySierraSil”

SierraSil® Joint Formula14™, a natural mineral 

complex from the Sierra Mountains, is Informed 

Choice certified, sport safe and recommended by 

numerous elite trainers, athletes and even a few 

media folks!
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Keeping 
it off
Weight loss for improved sleep,  

sex and stress management.

BY WENDY MCCALLUM

THE biggest obstacle to lasting weight loss is being solely motivated 
by a number on the scale, because once you hit that number your 
motivation to maintain healthy habits disappears. That’s why a key 

part of lasting weight loss is understanding the lifelong physical benefits of 
maintaining a healthy weight, regardless of the number on the scale.

Losing weight will certainly get you 
into those pants at the back of your 
closet, but did you know it can also 
improve your sleep and sex life—and 
even your body’s response to stress? 

Here’s a wonderful closed loop: Weight loss 
improves sleep, and sleep improves weight loss. 
A 2012 Johns Hopkins study demonstrated that 
type 2 diabetes patients who lost an average 
of 15 lbs and 15% of their belly fat improved 
their overall score on the Sleep Survey by about 
20%. One likely reason is that excess body fat 

increases the risk of sleep apnea. 
More sleep can also assist in weight loss 

and maintenance of a healthy weight. The 
Nurses’ Health Study, which followed over 
68,000 subjects for 16 years, demonstrated 
that nurses who slept five hours or less a night 
were more likely to gain 30 lbs than those 
who slept at least seven hours. Sleep depriva-
tion decreases leptin, the hormone that signals 
fullness, and increases ghrelin, the hormone 
that stimulates appetite. These fac-
tors combined lead to over-eating. 

nutrition

THE EXPERT: WENDY MCCALLUM, RHN.
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Women’s 
Gummy

Multi-Vitamins 

1

Vitamins for Big Kids!

From the makers of:

Proudly made in Canada
AdultEssentials.com

a0154a

NUTRITION: HEALTHFUL GOURMET

sleep, sex, stress and your weight

Furthermore, when you are sleep deprived, 
you are also much less likely to muster up the 
energy to exercise.

Weight loss also impacts sexual 
performance. One key to a satisfying 
sex life is to keep your blood flow-
ing. Being overweight can negatively 
affect circulation. 

According to a 2012 Penn State College of 
Medicine study, weight loss can also increase 
male production of the sex hormone tes-
tosterone, and may improve women’s sexual 
function as well. Lastly, it’s no secret that 
losing weight can drastically improve physical 
confidence, which is key when it comes to a 
healthy sex life!

Losing weight can also help com-
bat the effects of chronic stress and 
reducing stress can help you lose 
weight. 

For many people, excess weight is a sig-
nificant source of stress, especially if they 
have developed or are at risk of significant 
health problems as a result. That increased 
stress leads to higher levels of the hormone 
cortisol, which slows your metabolism and 

triggers your body to store sugar more readily 
as fat. This can be a vicious cycle, but given 
the research there is plenty of motivation to 
break it.

When it comes to weight loss, my advice 
is to keep it simple. Don’t get caught up in 
extreme programs or quick-fix fads. Eat real, 
one-ingredient foods as often as you can—and 
eat only when you’re hungry. Aim for seven to 
10 servings of veggies and fruits daily. I know 
it sounds simpler than it is, but these small 
changes alone can go a long way to achieving 
a healthy weight. The improvements to your 
sleep, sex life and stress levels will motivate 
you to maintain it! Z

Wendy McCallum, LLB, RHN, is a food coach 

and educator who left her career as a lawyer 

and returned to college to learn more about 

nutrition. She operates Simple Balance 

Consulting, through which she helps her clients 

reach their wellness, weight and nutrition goals. 

Her cookbook, Real Food for Real Families, 

features the most popular recipes her clients 

love and tips on how to introduce a family to 

new approaches to food. simple-balance.ca

Here’s a wonderful closed loop: Weight loss improves sleep, 
and sleep improves weight loss.

When it comes to weight loss, my advice is  
to keep it simple. Don’t get caught up in 

extreme programs or quick-fix fads.
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6 SERVINGS | PREP 45 MIN

INGREDIENTS
 » 1 Tbsp extra-virgin olive oil 
 » 4 small unpeeled potatoes, scrubbed, 

precooked and sliced 
 » 1 clove garlic, crushed 
 » ½ large onion, diced 
 » 1 cup chopped veggies such as broccoli, 

mushrooms and/or tomatoes (optional) 
 » 4 large eggs 
 » 1¾ cups cow’s, soy, rice or unsweetened 

almond milk 
 » ½ tsp dried marjoram 
 » ½ tsp basil 
 » ¼ tsp paprika 
 »  1/3 cup nutritional (“vegetarian”) yeast* 
 » ¼ tsp each salt and pepper 
 » 1 cup chopped fresh or frozen spinach (if 

frozen, thawed and drained)
 » shredded cheese (optional, omit to keep dairy-

free)

*Available in the natural food section of the 
grocery store or any health food store, this adds a 
great “cheesy” flavour

TO PREPARE
In cast-iron skillet, heat oil over medium heat. 
Sauté potatoes, garlic, onion and chopped veggies, 
if desired, until softened and browned.

In bowl, whisk together eggs, milk, marjoram, 
basil, paprika, nutritional yeast, salt and pepper. 
Stir in spinach.

Spread potato mixture evenly over pan, pressing 
down to form a “crust”. Pour egg mixture over top. 
Sprinkle with cheese (if using). Bake in 350°F oven 
until centre is no longer set, about 35 minutes. Z

Nutritional value (1 serving): Calories 203 kcal; 
Protein 10.8 g; Carbohydrates 26.4 g; Fibre 5.6 g; Fat 
6.7 g; Sodium 216.2 mg; Potassium 817 mg

NUTRITION: HEALTHFUL GOURMET

Easy Egg Pie 
BY WENDY MCCALLUM

THIS easy egg recipe works as well for dinner as it does for breakfast. 
A one-dish, budget-friendly, last-minute meal, it’s great for a busy 

weeknight or a lazy Sunday brunch, served with salad on the side.
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Canada’s Leading 
Holistic Nutrition School
Empowering healthy minds 
and bodies since 1994, CSNN 
offers the fundamental wisdom 
and tools for rewarding and 
successful careers in the 
complementary health care field.

•R.H.N.™ Designation
•Advanced Holistic Nutrition
   Workshops with CEUs
•Job Search Assistance

Classroom locations:

Calgary (403)  276-1551   
Edmonton            (780) 437-3933 
Halifax (902) 425-0895  
Kelowna (250) 862-2766
London (519)  936-1610   
Mississauga (905) 891-0024   
Moncton (506) 384-2700   
Nanaimo   (250) 741-4805 
Ottawa (613)  728-2045 
Richmond Hill (905) 737-0284
Toronto (416)  482-3772
Toronto East (416)  497-4111
Vancouver (604)  730-5611

Distance Education:
1 (800) 328-0743

Empower     
 Yourself

NUTRITION

MY FOOD

5 keys to 
healthy digestion

Overall health starts with the digestive system, where 

nutrients are absorbed. Life can be hard on this delicate 

mechanism. Follow these guidelines to keep yours in shape.

BY EDITH BENNETT

NO matter how great you look on the outside, overall health starts 
on the inside—in your gastrointestinal (GI) tract where the food 
and liquids you consume begin the process of becoming your body 

tissues and the energy you need to live. 

So far so good. But natural aging alone 
takes its toll on the GI tract and is exacer-
bated by factors such as a poor diet, lack of 
physical activity, certain medications, smoking 
and excessive alcohol consumption. Here are 
some tips to keep your system in tiptop shape.

1 Probiotics
Within the last decade probiotics have 

made their way to the marketplace. These 
healthy bacteria aren’t to be ignored in main-
taining a healthy digestive tract.

Probiotics help replenish the “good” bac-
teria within our colon. Probiotics have also 
been proven to reduce diarrhea, abdominal 
bloating and flatulence. The best source of 
live probiotics is in supplement form. Airtight 
and chilled supplements provide the best liv-
ing environment for the bacteria and are thus 
most useful to the body. Look for a supple-
ment containing strains of Bifidobacterium 
and Lactobacillus acidophilus. 

3 Omega-3 fatty acids
A diet rich in omega-3 fatty acids aids in preserving a healthy GI tract. Omega-3’s 

contain anti-inflammatory properties that help reduce irritation and inflammation of 
the GI lining. Prolonged inflammation of the GI tract can impair the body’s ability to 
absorb and utilize nutrients efficiently. Chronic inflammation also wears on our overall 
immune system and may cause us to become more susceptible to infections. Fish is one 
of the most common sources of omega-3; however, it is also found in a variety of nuts, 
flax seeds and foods enriched with omega-3, such as eggs. Legumes, kidney beans in 
particular, contain a considerable amount of omega-3. The suggested adequate intake for 
omega-3 ranges from 1.1-1.6 g daily for adults. 

2 Fluids
As we age, we have a tendency 

to drink less and lose more body fluid, 
leading to dehydration. Exercise and 
hot temperatures also lead to sweating 
and fluid loss. Dehydration can lead to 
constipation, which can be painful and 
lead to loss of appetite and overall food 
intake. Those in their twenties through 
their fifties should drink about 3.2 L of 
fluid daily, and seniors should aim to 
drink 2.2–3 L of fluid daily. 
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2 of the 24,137,945 who benefit.

The Canadian Health Food Association (CHFA) is proud 

to represent the Natural Health Products industry;

providing access to, and choice of safe, innovative and effective 

Natural Health Products to the 7 in every 10 Canadians who use them 

as part of their healthy lifestyle. Visit chfa.ca to learn more.

NUTRITION: MY FOOD

4 Fibre
Fibre is useful in adding bulk to 

our stool and promoting healthy bowel 
movement. However, too much fibre 
without enough fluids can lead to con-
stipation. Fibre can be found in the skin 
of fruits, vegetables, legumes and whole 
grain products. To incorporate fibre into 
your diet, sprinkle bran on your cereal, 
add a vegetable to a meal or use beans 
and lentils as a meat alternative. The rec-
ommended amount of fibre is between 
25 and 38 grams daily.

5 Physical activity
Daily exercise is important in 

maintaining a healthy GI tract. Active 
movement stimulates the stomach 
muscles and improves the speed of diges-
tion and the length of time food passes 
through the body. Thirty minutes of 
moderate activity daily helps to maintain 
a healthy bowel pattern.

GI dysfunctions shouldn’t slow you down. 
Take a small step today by including fibre with 
your next meal, getting regular exercise and 
drinking an extra glass of water! Z

Edith Bennett is a Professional Dietitian 

practicing in Halifax, NS. 

edith.bennett@mail.mcgill.ca
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GET A CHECK-UP

We spend approximately a third of our 
lives wrapped in the embrace of slumber. Our 
bodies have an internal clock partially con-
trolled by melatonin, a hormone produced by 
the brain which is released in response to dim 
light, inducing drowsiness and carrying us off 
to sleep.

Melatonin is available as a natural health 

product, and it has been shown to safely and 
naturally improve sleep. Consuming between 
1-5 mg/day can help people with disordered 
sleeping fall doze off faster, rest longer and 
have higher quality sleep. The side effects of 
melatonin are few, particularly when com-
pared with prescription sleep meds, 
which can lead to dependence.

S
SLEEP Nature’s rhythms can be seen in the change of the seasons 

and with the rising and setting of the sun. One of the most 
obvious rhythms is sleep. 

ON THE SHELF

is for stress,  
sleep and sex
Having problems with one, two or three of these issues?  

Natural health products can help.

BY BLAIR CAMERON

IT’S one of those days. An argument with your partner left you tossing 
and turning through the night. Then, in your sleep-deprived stupor, you 
blasted through a Pacific-sized puddle cycling to work, drenching you 

from the knees down. And now you find yourself standing under a useless 
hand dryer in the washroom trying to dry your socks while your boss waits 
to conduct your quarterly “performance review.”

Welcome to Stressville. Population: You.
Our busy lifestyles often leave little 

time to re-centre and focus on improving 
our health. Lack of sleep can make any day 
difficult to get through and has been associ-
ated with serious health problems including 
cardiovascular disease, obesity and even 
early mortality. A sleep-deprived brain can 
make dealing with stressful situations dif-
ficult, clouding our judgment and reducing 

our decision-making capacity. And then 
there’s sex. Arousal and performance in the 
bedroom, although a taboo subject, is signifi-
cantly impacted by the stresses we experience 
throughout our daily lives.

So how do we deal with sleep, stress and 
sex naturally? Luckily, there are some science-
based, natural health products that may 
remedy these three S’s, and help you get back 
on top of your game.
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Men’s 
Gummy

Multi-Vitamins 

Vitamins for Big Kids!

From the makers of:

Proudly made in Canada
AdultEssentials.com

a0153a

NUTRITION: ON THE SHELF

STRESS Getting a solid night’s sleep is essential for optimal brain 
functioning, and helping you deal with the stresses of each 

day. Conversely, reducing stresses in your life may help you to achieve better sleep.

s is for stress, sleep and sex

Having elevated stress hor-
mones for extended periods 
of time can lead to long-term 
health effects such as high 
blood pressure, heart disease, 
obesity and diabetes. 

Having elevated stress hormones for 
extended periods of time can lead to long-
term health effects such as high blood 
pressure, heart disease, obesity and diabetes. 
An intriguing area of research is the role that 
our gut ecosystem plays in influencing neural 
signals of the brain, and that probiotic foods 
and supplements may actually reduce rates of 
anxiety and depression. 

It’s estimated that we have 100 trillion 
bacterial cells living in our intestines, out-
numbering our human cells 10 to 1, and that 
our health is intricately linked to the health 

SEX Although enhancing the contents of your intestines might improve your 
overall mood, it might not put you in the mood. For a natural solution to 

enhancing libido, look no further than the fibrous, fleshy root known as ginseng.

Panax ginseng, also known as red ginseng, 
is a slow-growing medicinal root with a wide 
range of health benefits for conditions includ-
ing stress, cardiovascular disease, physical 
performance and erectile dysfunction. 

The most popular and potent type of gin-
seng, Panax ginseng, is harvested after six years 
and then steamed and dried. This processing 
increases the availability of active compounds, 
called ginsenosides. Panax ginseng has been 
shown to be particularly effective in men with 
erectile dysfunction. It is thought that the gin-
senosides increase the amount of nitric oxide 
in the blood vessels, allowing muscle relaxation 
and subsequent engorgement.

Although there is little research available 
to assess how Panax ginseng might impact 
female sexual enhancement, one study found 
that menopausal women had increased sexual 
arousal after taking a Panax ginseng supple-
ment. Current research is too varied in its dose 

(anywhere from 400 mg to 5000 mg) and 
duration to draw firm conclusions.

Melatonin, probiotics and Panax ginseng 
are just a few of the NHP’s that have shown a 
number of health benefits listed above. With 
all of the potential of natural health products 
to address some of these issues, you should 
speak with your health care practitioner about 
which products are right for you. Having a 
deep, healthy sleep cycle allows you to deal 
with the stresses that life throws at you with 
vigour and energy. And having a bit of extra 
energy can work wonders in the bedroom. Z

 Blair Cameron holds a Master of Science in 

Human Health and Nutritional Sciences from 

the University of Guelph where he specialized in 

micronutrient nutrition and science journalism.

The Canadian Health Food Association (CHFA) 

is Canada’s largest trade association dedicated to 

natural health and organic products.

of our gut bugs.
Chronic stress can reduce the popula-

tions of good bacteria in the gut and increase 
the growth of pathogens including E. coli. 
Correcting the levels of these good bugs 
by supplementing with probiotics has been 
shown to reduce anxiety and decrease urinary 
cortisol levels (a potent stress hormone).

The mechanics of the brain-gut connec-
tion are still being explored by researchers, but 
studies show that having a healthy bacterial 
population in the gut is essential for overall 
physical and mental well-being.
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 Sleep 

 Stress  Sex 
Preferred Nutrition’s Ultimate 
Libido works to restore a healthy 

testosterone balance and enhance libido with 

100% natural ingredients, making it safe 

for daily usage. Low testosterone levels can 

reduce muscle mass and energy resulting in 

infrequent and weaker erections. 

pno.ca

Organika’s TNT Plus shifts your sex drive 

into top gear! Naturally tune up your sexual 

health with a daily dose of herba epimedii, 

puncturevine and tribulus terrestris. TNT Plus 

is formulated to provide natural, effective and 

potent support for both men and women. 

organika.ca

Advanced Orthomolecular 
Research’s Maca is beneficial to both 

men and women. It reduces the effects of 

menopause in women while promoting vigor 

in men. AOR’s Maca is also shown keep 

hormone levels in balance overall. 

aor.ca

Genuine Health SLEEP+ time release 

targets the two main reasons why people suffer 

from inadequate sleep: difficulty falling asleep 

and difficulty staying asleep. It is highly effective 

and has no side effects so you safely wake up 

feeling refreshed. 

genuinehealth.com

NuvoCare’s SleepOn is a clinical-strength 

sleep aid with stress reducing ingredients. These 

have been proven to trigger sleep more quickly 

and let you stay asleep longer. It has been 

specially designed to reduce cortisol levels and 

decrease anxiety while remaining non-addictive.

nuvocare.com

GNC Beyond Raw Re-Feed is a one-of-a-

kind, multi-functional nighttime recovery formula 

designed for athletes. It features 25 grams of 

protein and combats catabolism. It also features 

an herbal relaxation complex to help you unwind 

after a training session and support restful sleep.

gnc.com

Jamieson’s Stressease is a 

specialized vitamin formulated for stress 

reduction and helping keep your nervous 

system healthy. Stressease combines 

water-soluble vitamins including vitamin 

B and vitamin C, along with calcium and 

magnesium, to prevent nutrient depletion 

during times of stress.

jamiesonvitamins.com

Sédatil by Boiron is an effective 

solution for helping your body cope with 

stress. These chewable tablets are made to 

combat nervousness, hypersensitivity and 

irritability with no prescription necessary. 

Make Sédatil your choice for relieving 

physical and emotional tension. 

boiron.ca

Nature’s Bounty 5-HTP helps your 

brain produce serotonin, a neurotransmitter 

involved in sending messages through the 

nervous system that contribute to your 

mood. It’s a great way to make sure you’re 

getting this important nutrient that’s rarely 

found in a typical diet. 

naturesbounty.ca
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adventure

Saving Africa’s most 
sacred creatures

White lions are believed to have come from the stars as 

angelic messengers to protect the land.
BY FAWN STEVENS
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IN the ancient Shangaan dialect, the Timbavati region of South Africa is 
known as “the place where the star-lions came down.” This is the endemic 
habitat of one the world’s rarest cats: the White Lion. The result of a rare 

genetic code, or genetic marker, which has been discovered by scientists from 
the Global White Lion Protection Trust (WLT), these animals were first sighted 
by Europeans in 1938.

It was not until the 1970s that the exis-
tence of the White Lion became public. This 
led to the removal of the lions for selective 
breeding and trophy hunting. The last wild 
White Lion was seen in 1994, until the WLT 
began its reintroduction program. Recently, 
more and more natural occurrences of White 
Lions are being recorded in the region, con-
firming the importance of conservation.

For the local people, where many have 
little income and many of the children are 

orphaned, the lions are believed to have come 
from the stars as angelic messengers to pro-
tect the land.

“The lions are a symbol of hope for them—
for them to celebrate and live with nature,” 
says Linda Tucker, founder of WLT. “These are 
radiant star creatures and are proof that there 
is still hope.”

Tucker was on a night safari along the 
edge of Kruger Park when her vehicle 
broke down. Shouts from stranded 

MATERNAL INSTINCTS: ZIRHA, MATRIARCH OF THE ROYAL PRIDE PICTURED HERE, ALONG WITH HER CUB 
MATSIEG (LEFT).

WILDLIFE ADVOCATES: FOUNDER OF THE GLOBAL WHITE LION PROTECTION TRUST LINDA TUCKER, 
ALONG WITH LION ECOLOGIST JASON TURNER (ABOVE).PH
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saving africa’s most sacred creatures
ADVENTURE

passengers attracted nearby lions and they 
began to surround the vehicle.

It was then that a woman appeared, on 
foot and without light. She passed through 
the lions with her two grandchildren and 
climbed inside the vehicle. She had heard the 
cries for help and came to rescue them. The 
growling and snarling of the lions had ceased.

“She was the most courageous, lion-heart-
ed woman I met in my life—and with a baby on 
her back!” Tucker says. “She knew she wouldn’t 
be harmed. If you operate with love and 
respect, you will never be harmed in nature.”

The lady who had saved them was a medi-
cine woman named Maria Khosa, known as 
the Lion Queen. She would become Tucker’s 
teacher. Over the years, Tucker learned about 
living with nature, ancient symbolism and how 
lions are a recurring icon of our past.

In 2002 Tucker set up the WLT, a non-
profit conservation organization devoted to 
protecting the White Lions and instituting a 
reintroduction program. White Lions have no 
disadvantage compared to their tawny relatives 
when it comes to camouflage. The main threat 
to reintroduced lions comes from humans.

“Lions as a species is under severe threat, 
having declined by 70% in the past 30 years, 
but White Lions are critically endangered and 
have no protected status,” says Tucker. “There is 
no law that prevents them from being killed.”

Wild lions are trophy hunted in “Big Five” 
game reserves in Africa, along with elephants, 
buffalo, leopards and rhinos. Tamed lions are 
bred in cages to be trophies, cared for until 
they are the appropriate size and then killed, a 
practice known as “canned lion hunting”. The 
White Lions are most prized due to their rarity.

The discovery of the genetic marker, 
through a collaborative study involving Snow 

Canadian connection: 
The spirit bear 

The Kermode Bear (also known as 
the Spirit Bear) is a Black Bear 
with the same genetic mutation 
in coat colour, similar to the 
White Lions. The bears are 
endemic to the temperate 
forests of British Columbia and 
feature in tales from the natives 
there. The Kermode Bear is now 
classified as its own subspecies, 
making it illegal to hunt and 
giving hope that White Lions may 
one day be classified as such.

Leopards, Tigers and the White Lions, will 
enable Linda and her team to lead a campaign 
to have the White Lions declared a protected 
sub-species or a critically endangered sub-pop-
ulation according to international legislation. 

“Our whole team is motivated by absolute 
love and reverence,” Tucker says. “Lions as 
social cats are so loving. They kiss and cuddle 
and sleep and flop on each other. Anyone 
who’s been to our project that has returned 
White Lions to their natural wildlands says this 
is one of the highlights of their lives—to be in 
the presence of these sublime animals.” Z

M O R E  I N FO
Learn more about Linda and the White 
Lions at whitelions.org or how you can 
help one of the world’s rarest creatures at 
whitelionjourneys.com.

TOP: JASON AND LINDA CARRY A TRANQUILIZED 
CUB TO FREEDOM.

BELOW: MANDLA: ZIRHA’S MATE NAMED FOR 
NELSON MANDELA.
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gear guide

The Mountain Hardwear Drifter, now with DryPitch, is quick 

and easy to setup and perfect for camping and backpacking. DryPitch fly-

first pitching lets you set up the tent in the rain and comes with industry 

leading DAC Pressfit poles.

mountainhardwear.ca

Columbia’s Women’s Precision 
Touch Glove are made from warm 

fleece and are touch screen compatible so 

you can stay on top of your technology 

without freezing fingers. The faux leather 

palm provides great grip and the Precision 

Touch is quick-wicking to keep hands dry.

columbia.com

Columbia’s Back Beauty Heat 
Straight Leg Pant offers low-profile, 

high-performing warmth to keep you 

cozy. Wind resistant on the outside with 

warmth-retaining Omni-Heat technology 

inside, these are the perfect whether you’re 

snowshoeing or cross-country skiing in the 

back country.

columbia.com

On an adventure The outdoors awaits; 
will you be ready?

Suunto’s Ambit2 S is designed 

to fuel your passion for sports with 

GPS functionality in a light and sleek 

design with advanced features for 

running, biking, swimming and more. 

Thousands of apps are also available 

for adding new features.

suunto.com

The North Face’s Router Charged 
laptop backpack is made of ballistic 

nylon for durable and reliable transport of 

all your technology. Comes with a removable 

Joey battery pack for recharging on the go 

as well as being water- and crush-proof.
thenorthface.com

The Adventure Medical Kits’ 
Fundamentals Plus first-aid kit 

is designed for groups of one to seven 

people. It has multiple clear, antibacterial 

compartments with supplies such as gauze, 

bandages, thermometer, CPR faceshield and 

instructions for wild medicines.

adventuremedicalkits.com
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The Bollé Bolt glasses were designed 

for cycling and meets every demand of the 

sport. Polarized lenses allow usage in all types 

of weather and Thermogrip arms and nose 

pads make sure they won’t slip due to sweat or 

temperature change.

bolle.com
Leatherman’s Style CS clip-on multi 
tool is ready for whatever your travels throw at 

you. Stainless steel with a glass-filled nylon handle, 

it features both a flathead and phillips screwdriver, 

file, scissors, bottle opener and tweezers.

leatherman.com

The North Face’s Hightail 3S mummy-

shaped sleeping bag has 850+ powder down 

filling for maximized comfort and compressibility. 

With a 15 degree rating it is three season ready 

and has glow-in-the-dark zippers that run fully 

along it’s side.

thenorthface.com

The North Face’s Arctic Guide mid-
cut boot is ready for wet or cold hikes with 

insulated lining and a waterproof membrane. 

The outsole is made of rubber and the lugs are 

temperature reactive for extra traction.

thenorthface.com

Columbia’s Midweight ½ Zip 

is built for warmth and movement 

with a toasty baselayer featuring 

blend of stretchy, heat retaining 

fabric and Omni-Wick inserts at the 

side. Raglan sleeves gives a range of 

motion, and a dropped hem in back 

provides more coverage.

columbia.com

The North Face’s ThermoBall Hoodie 

has been designed to provide warmth even when 

in the coldest and wettest conditions. New 

ThemoBall insulation, compressible as down, is 

powered by PrimaLoft and traps heat within air 

pockets leading to lasting warmth.

thenorthface.com

Merrell’s Siren Sport GTX 

is ready when the weather’s bad, 

and keeps pace with the worst it 

can throw.The Siren has a high 

level of breathability while being 

completely waterproof. Narrow 

gauge webbing and synthetic 

leather strapping provide extra 

support. 

merrell.com
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adventure

Recent surveys from sources such as 
TripAdvisor and National Geographic show 
that international travelers are increasingly 
seeking out adventure, culture-based and 

sustainable tourism experiences. 
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The road to 
everywhere
Bruce Poon Tip believes in the future of adventure travel—

not just for recreation but as a way to change the world.

BY JENNY GAMMON

IN 1990, Bruce Poon Tip founded his company Gap Adventures with two 
credit cards and a vision: To create authentic alternatives to resorts and 
cruises, where travelers engage with off-the-beaten-path destinations. 

Just 22 years later the company, now known as G Adventures, offers close 
to 1,000 trips in over 100 countries.

Meanwhile, adventure travel is no longer on 
the fringe of the travel industry. Recent surveys 
from sources such as TripAdvisor and National 
Geographic show that international travelers 
are increasingly seeking out adventure, culture-
based, and sustainable tourism experiences. 

“The consumer has to create the demand 
and ultimately all operations will start to cre-
ate these quality experiences,” says Poon Tip, 
just minutes after arriving dressed in jeans 
and a black hoody emblazoned with the G 
Adventures logo. 

Despite hours in transit, he has a youthful 
energy and directness that has likely contrib-
uted to his award-winning leadership style. 
It is clear that he’s most proud of the people 
and culture behind G Adventures, a business 
he says is guided by freedom, innovation and 
social responsibility. Above all, he believes that 

tourism can be a force for growth, change and 
global good.

“There’s a tipping point where people 
want to choose their holidays the same way 
they live their life,” he says. “At G Adventures, 
our brand promise is international and tran-
scends the adventure travel business. We’re 
creating a movement.”

For a company whose unofficial motto is 
“If you can’t travel with us, travel like us,” this 
movement is based on challenging people not 
to be tourists, but travelers. According to Poon 
Tip, the difference is subtle but powerful. The 
most meaningful contrast is that “we travel 
because we are looking for something,” he 
says, “Yes, G Adventures creates amazing prod-
ucts [their trips], but really it is the culture 
and people of the places you visit that 
are life-changing.” 

PLANTING THE G ADVENTURES FLAG 
AT THE SOUTH POLE. G ADVENTURES 
AND BRUCE POON TIP HAVE BEEN 
RECOGNIZED FOR LEADERSHIP AND 
OUTSTANDING BUSINESS PRACTICES.
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Keeping an open mind: Q & A 
with a professional traveller

G ADVENTURES Founder and CEO Bruce Poon Tip is known 
to keep busy. The nature of his industry means he spends a 

lot of time on the road. We got the travel scoop from this whirl-
wind traveler:

OptiMYz: What are your most 
memorable travel experiences?
Bruce Poon Tip: It is really changing as I 
age. Years ago I wanted to be in places like 
Cuzco and Hanoi all the time because of 
their energy. These days I’m more attracted 
to places like Antarctica, the Serengeti 
and Mongolia because they have a stark 
beauty and sense of stillness that I really 
appreciate.
OP: What can’t you leave home 
without?
BPT: Pictures of family, Canadian 
postcards, Winegums (my favourite candy), 

the road to everywhere
ADVENTURE

Therefore, he encourages people to 
think carefully about their destinations and 
operators; asking questions such as: Who owns 
this? Who benefits? Would I want others to 
experience my home this way?

According to the World Travel 
Organization, destinations around the world 
saw nearly one billion visitors in 2012. These 
individuals spend their time and money while 
simultaneously creating jobs and supporting 
local industries. However the benefits of tour-
ism can also come with serious challenges, 
such as environmental degradation and issues 
like inequality or illegal activities.

For-profit adventure travel companies with 
a social conscience, like G Adventures, are help-
ing to change the business model in a way that 
engages and benefits everyone. Bruce Poon 
Tip’s visit to Halifax is part of a multi-continent 
speaking tour entitled “The Future of Tourism: 
Discussions on Sustainable Tourism.” The circuit 
features stops in Canada, the US, and Australia, 
while the presentation includes video mes-
sages from the likes of David Suzuki and Tony 
Wheeler, founder of Lonely Planet. 

Adventure travel emphasizes authenticity, 
mutual understanding, and cultural exchange 
in a world that is becoming faster, denser, and 
ever more intertwined. If Bruce Poon Tip is 
correct that the future of tourism will ulti-
mately be guided by the consumer, what an 
amazing road we are travelling! Z

Jenny Gammon is an adventurer-at-heart living, 

working, and writing from Halifax. @localjenny

TRADITIONAL CLEANSE: BRUCE POON TIP IN THE 
AMAZON.

SURVIVIAL OF THE FASTEST: RUNNING WITH THE 
BULLS IN PAMPLONA, SPAIN.

my iPod with tons of music—a soundtrack 
to my experiences; and an open mind 
to all the experiences and people I will 
encounter.
OP: What are you reading right now?
BPT: Maverick: The Success Story Behind 
the World’s Most Unusual Workplace, by 
Ricardo Semler; and The Happiness Project 
by Gretchen Rubin.
OP: Which trips are on the top of your 
bucket list?
BPT: The Transiberian Railway, Russia 
and Gros Morne National Park, 
Newfoundland.
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running 

Canada’s running and cycling map
Featured city: St John’s, Newfoundland & Labrador

Each Canadian city has multiple routes favoured by runners and cyclists seeking various distances. Here are a couple 

of popular routes in the city of St John’s. Whether you are a local or just visiting, give these scenic routes a try. It’s a 

great way to explore the city!

Scan each QR code and download the route directly to your smartphone.

PRESENTED BY

 11 km 

 19 km 

St John’s Tour Run/Walk
Take a tour through the heart of downtown St. John’s 

and up to Signal Hill National Historic Site. It may only 

be approximately 11 km, but there is a total climb of 162 

metres throughout the run/walk. Going up to Signal Hill is 

a great way to see the city of St. John’s, as you get a bird’s 

eye view of the city and the entrance to the harbour.

Quidi Vidi Lake and Pleasantville 
Bike Ride
A 19-km easy bike ride around the Quidi 

Vidi Lake and up to the end of Marine Drive 

Road, over-looking the ocean. You may want 

to stop and enjoy some of the views, so give 

yourself some extra time. The total elevation 

gain is 135 metres, so there as a couple steady 

climbs, but overall this is a nice scenic bike 

route that will allow you to see the beauty of 

the St. John’s area.

© OPENSTREETMAP CONTRIBUTORS | OPENSTREETMAP.ORG
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USE LESS SALT

Exploring our two west coasts
Sea kayaking is our favourite way to experience these two pieces of  

paradise—in Newfoundland and British Columbia.

BY KEITH AND HEATHER NICOL

WITH over 17,000 km of beaches, sea stacks and bold rocky cliffs, 
you could paddle along a different shoreline of Newfoundland 
every summer and still never see it all. One area that provides 

a huge variety of paddling opportunities is the Bay of Islands, near Corner 
Brook on the province’s rugged West Coast.

Over the years we have explored this area 
many times. Depending on the weather, you 
can choose to paddle past monstrous 300- to 
400-m cliffs or to numerous offshore islands 
complete with sandy beaches and great 
camping spots. For light wind days, a favou-
rite paddle is to circumnavigate South Head 
Lighthouse.

We usually drop in at the sandy beach 
in Bottle Cove, at the end of Highway 450, 
and then head out into the open Gulf of 
St. Lawrence. Offshore we can see glacially 
sculpted Guernsey Island, one of the islands 
that stands guard to the entrance of the Bay 
of Islands. There are few pullouts along this 
first 6-km stretch, so best to attempt this trip 
only when the swell and winds are light.

Once you round South Head Light, the 
wind and waves usually drop and there are 

several beaches on which to have lunch. At 
high tide you can even paddle through an 
elegant sea arch. The total trip of about 13 km 
can easily be done in less than four hours.

For less experienced paddlers, I suggest 
trips near Corner Brook along the shore. 
A popular trip here is the 5-km (one-way) 
paddle from Mt. Moriah to Cooks Brook. Keep 
your eyes peeled for whales and osprey since 
they often visit this area.  

A few years ago we had the opportunity 
to kayak on the other West Coast when we 
sampled paddling on Vancouver Island. Our 
first stop was Schooner Cove Resort, located 
right on the ocean. We paddled to the Ada 
Islands just offshore and were treated to views 
of harbour seals and a vibrant inter-tidal 
world full of bright starfish and other 
marine inhabitants. We even saw an 

adventure

We paddled to the Ada Islands 
just offshore and were treated 
to views of harbour seals and 
a vibrant inter-tidal world full 
of bright starfish and other 
marine inhabitants. We even 
saw an avalanche of more than 
a dozen seals slide into the 
water as we approached their 
haul-out rock.
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SEA AND SKY: ON THE LOOKOUT FOR EAGLES OFF 
THE COAST OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
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avalanche of more than a dozen seals slide 
into the water as we approached their haul-
out rock.

The next day we traveled north to the 
community of Courtney. There we paddled 
with Comox Valley Kayaks along a protected 
shoreline. Seals popped their heads out of the 
water and we were in eagle heaven, watching 
as these huge birds cruised the shoreline for 
food. Several of them swooped directly over-
head and one eagle even let us approach to 
within a few metres. 

My final takeaway: Sea kayaking is a per-
fect way to enjoy our natural world, no matter 
which coast you live on. Z

Contributors Keith and Heather Nicol are avid 

outdoor enthusiasts who live in Corner Brook, NL. 

Keith can be reached at knicol@grenfell.mun.ca

M O R E  I N FO
swgc.mun.ca/~knicol and click sea kayaking.

exploring our two west coasts
ADVENTURE

LOOK UP: WE WERE IN EAGLE HEAVEN ON OUR SEA 
KAYAK TRIP NEAR COURTNEY, B.C. (TOP LEFT).

OPEN OCEAN: PADDLING TO LARK HARBOUR, N.L. 
WITH GUERNSEY ISLAND IN THE BACKGROUND (TOP 
RIGHT).

FRESH WATER: PADDLING PAST A WATERFALL EN 
ROUTE FROM BOTTLE COVE TO LARK HARBOUR 
(LEFT).



Which supplements don’t work? 
There are many supplements not 
proven by science to be either safe 
or effective for weight loss.  
Caffeine, synephrine, acai, grape-
fruit, hoodia & numerous others     
simply do not deliver on 

their weight 
loss prom-
ise leaving 
consumers 
of these 
p r o d u c t s 
skept ica l 
and disap-
p o i n t e d .  

In fact, some of these 
supplements actually 
speed up your heart rate, 
raise blood pressure, make you 
anxious, and cause other dangerous 
side effects. While there are a select 
few nutrients proven by science to 
burn fat, most companies don’t use 
the correct nutrients, and further-
more, do not 
use the clinically 
proven materi-
als or clinically 
proven dose.
Which 
supplements 
do work?
African mango, 
green coffee 
bean, raspberry 
ketones and 
garcinia 
cambogia are 
ingredients all 
proven 
effective by 
science to 
encourage 
weight loss 
through various 
mechanisms. 
Each one of these compounds has 
been proven through peer reviewed 
scientific studies. In just one study 

on SVETOL® - the only type of green 
coffee bean that has 11 clinical studies 
supporting it, the average person lost 
11 lbs. The easy part is knowing 
which nutrients work for fat loss. The 
tricky part is finding the material 

proven to work in the 
right dosage. There are 
very few companies that 
follow such precise 
scientific studies when 
formulating their 
products. SlimCentials 
produces a Green 
Coffee Bean+ product 
using exactly 400mg of 
SVETOL which is the 
only daily dosage and 
form proven effective. 

SlimCentials also produces 
an African Mango+ product 
with 300mg of WellTrim iG  which 
is the only form and dose of African 
mango proven to work. Razpberi-k® 
Raspberry Ketones+TM  and Super 

CitriMax® 
Garcinia Cambogia 
(HCA)+TM products 
also by SlimCen-
tials use the exact 
proven clinical 
dose and proven 
quality of active 
ingredient 
effective for 
weight loss. All 
SlimCentials 
products are 
formulated with 
the scientifically 
proven material 
and proven 
dosage so you 
know they work! 
Don't trust 
generic products 
that aren't proven. 

Although rare this type of supple-
ment is certain to accelerate fat and 
weight loss!

“SlimCentials produces a Green 
Coffee Bean+ product using 
exactly 400mg of SVETOL 

which is the only daily dosage 
and form proven effective. 
SlimCentials also produces 
an African Mango+ product 
with 300mg of WellTrim iG  

which is the only form and dose 
 of African mango proven to work!”

THE LEADER IN 
CLINICALLY PROVEN
WEIGHT-LOSS NUTRIENTS

   With Every
SlimCentials 
 product you are guaranteed
The Scientifically
Proven Material 
& Proven Dosage 
       so you know our 
  products work.

   With Every
SlimCentials 
 product you are guaranteed
The Scientifically
Proven Material 
& Proven Dosage 
       so you know our 
  products work.

1-800-535-4371

Health

“There are many 
weight-loss supplements 

on the market
not proven by science 
to be either safe or 

effective for weight-loss.”

For more product information visit:

Available at Fine Health Stores and:

Advertisement
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Tour of the 
Unknown Coast
It takes true grit and an eye for adventure to truly appreciate this 

cycling odyssey into the outback of California.

BY SANDY MACLEOD AND KENNETH EVANS

THE Tour of the Unknown Coast is an epic bicycle adventure. With 
a century loop through undomesticated frontiers of Humboldt 
County, California, this four-decade-old event has matured from 

an obscure training route into a community tradition. It thrives on a 
reputation as the toughest and most picturesque ride in California.

Each May, roughly 500 riders participate 
in the 100-mile event; others test their met-
tle on 100-km, 50-, 20- and 10-mile routes. 

Beginning and ending in the Victorian 
village of Ferndale, the Tour boasts 9,500 
feet of elevation gain, a hammerhead’s cor-
nucopia of steep climbs and sharp, twisting 
descents over rugged county roads.

Category-defying ascents, fittingly 
named Panther Gap, The Wall, Endless Hills, 
and Wildcat Back, are lung-bursting esca-
lades to panoramic viewpoints overlooking 
rolling, forested hills and the vast expanse 
of the Pacific. Equal to the aerobic demands 
is an invigorating journey into the pastoral 
charm of the Pacific Coast Range.  

After the inaugural procession through 
the emerald pastures of Ferndale, riders roll 
through Humboldt State Redwoods, home 
of the oldest and tallest trees on earth. 
Towering, sun-kissed canopies of immortal 
giants energize participants spinning toward 
more challenging terrain. Following a quad-
burning climb over Panther Gap, cyclists 

peddle through Mattole Valley, a rolling 
glade skirting the Lost Coast, with reclusive 
communities surrounded by timberlands, 
wildflower meadows and grazing cattle.

Riders consummate the Lost Coast seg-
ment with a cruise along the windswept 
coastline to Cape Mendocino. After 80 
strenuous miles, the temptation to let up 
along the final miles beguiles weary riders. 
Most continue inland and grind up The Wall 
and the perpetual inclines of Endless Hills—
10 miles of the most excruciating ascent a 
rider will ever encounter. 

A welcome return to Ferndale for the 
finish follows a frame-rattling decent down 
Wildcats Back. Grit-streaked faces tell the 
story of an eclectic cycling odyssey. 
Hundreds of road warriors stream across the 
finish and celebrate with friends and family 
what was a transcendental adventure 
through the outback of California. The Tour 
of the Unknown Coast will always be 
remembered as a benchmark ride for the 
adventurous cyclist. Z

GROUP EXERCISE: SPINNING OUT OF 
FERNDALE INTO THE REDWOODS.

endurance
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CYCLING AMONG GIANTS: RIDING THROUGH THE 
REDWOODS, HUMBOLDT COUNTY (ABOVE).

I THINK I CAN: A RIDER COMING UP “THE WALL” 
WITH CAPE MENDOCINO IN THE BACKGROUND 
(BELOW).



GET THE REAR END YOU’VE 
ALWAYS WANTED WITHOUT 
A SINGLE SQUAT.

3737 KEMPT ROAD
HALIFAX, NOVA SCOTIA

PH: (902) 982-3558 
www.steelesubaru.ca*Plus freight and taxes.

The 2014 Subaru Outback is a midsize SUV alternative that provides authentic 
all-road/all-weather performance and surprising fuel-ef  ciency. It comes 
standard with full-time AWD, high ground clearance & 4-wheel independent 
suspension. Rugged on the outside, re  ned on the inside, incredible cargo 
capacity and utterly capable throughout, the Subaru Outback is the clear 
alternative to the average SUV.

JAPANESE ENGINEERED VEHICLES STANDARD WITH
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atlantic canada

MOUNTAIN bikers are enjoying a new single-track trail in New 
Brunswick’s Fundy National Park this season. Built using 
International Mountain Biking Association’s sustainable trails 

practices, Black Horse Trail is one of the latest to be developed 
using roads-to-trails conversion for Canada’s national parks.

Riding the 
wilderness
Exploring Fundy National Park on a mountain bike.
BY TRUDY KELLY FORSYTHE

LOW TIDE: THE POINT WOLFE 
RIVER ESTUARY IN FUNDY 
NATIONAL PARK.
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than the outside of the trail so water drains.
Designed for mountain bikers with 

family in mind, Black Horse Trail is an easy-to-
moderate, 4.2-km loop that twists and turns 
through the forest past a scenic view of the 
Bay of Fundy and a wetland—great spots to 
stop for photos and watch for wildlife. Named 
for its use in the 1960s as a roadway for a 
local horse riding business, it is the seventh 
trail in the park to open to mountain bikers, 
but only the first designed specifically for 
mountain bikes. 

Located near the winding trails of the 
Chignecto South campground, Black Horse Trail 
can be combined with other trails in the park 
to create easier or more challenging rides.

A smaller, easier loop combines a section 
of the Black Horse Trail with the Hastings 
Auto Trail, says external relations officer 
Bronwyn Pavey. “For those wanting a super 

Designed for mountain bikers with family in mind, Black 
Horse Trail is an easy-to-moderate, 4.2-km loop that twists 
and turns through the forest past a scenic view of the Bay 
of Fundy and a wetland.

valleys and waterfalls

New to Trails Canada, roads-to-trails con-
version restores roads to their natural state, 
leaving a ribbon of trail running through the 
forest. Parks Canada’s national trails analyst 
Mark Schmidt explains they reduce the road’s 
footprint by taking in equipment and turning 
up the road surface so vegetation will grow. 
A crowned trail tread in the centre is higher 
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challenge, ride the Black Horse Trail and then 
drop 300 km down the Maple Grove Trail. The 
tough part is climbing 300 m back to the top. 
You can double back on Maple Grove or mix it 
up by taking Hastings Road back to the park-
ing lot.”

Those seeking a more technical challenge 
can park at Bennett Lake and ride down the 
Bennett Brook Trail, being mindful that the 
trail hits a point where most bikers need to 
get off and hike their bike over a couple of 
kilometres. Then, they can hop back on their 
bikes for a relaxing jaunt along the Marven 
Lake Trail. Bikers will want another vehicle at 
this point to drive back to Bennett Lake.

Black hole is a less used trail in Fundy 
National Park that takes bikers down to the 
Upper Salmon River—the perfect spot for a 
relaxing picnic by the water. “Don’t eat too 
much though, because you have to climb back 

out the way you came in,” says Pavey. “Well 
worth the effort though. It’s beautiful.”

Schmidt, who is also a mountain biker, 
says Black Horse Trail adds to Fundy National 
Park’s attraction as a destination for his entire 
family. “My eight-year-old can do it and enjoy 
it, we can pull our six-year-old behind on a 
trailer bike and we can take our youngest in a 
backpack or pull behind in a chariot.”

Schmidt says people often think of the 
water, beaches and tides when they consider 
Fundy National Park, but turning inland is also 
a good idea. “If you climb up into the hills 
there are beautiful valleys and waterfalls,” he 
says. “Biking is an incredible way to experience 
the park.” Z

M O R E  I N FO
Fundy National Park, Parks Canada:
pc.gc.ca/pn-np/nb/fundy/index.aspx

OPPOSITE LEFT: THE BRIDGE AT POINT WOLFE, ONE 
OF TWO COVERED BRIDGES IN THE PARK. SAID TO BE 
KISSING BRIDGES, WHERE YOU COULD KISS AS YOU 
RODE THROUGH IN YOUR CARRIAGE.

OPPOSITE RIGHT: GOOSE RIVER, FUNDY NATIONAL 
PARK, IN EARLY FALL.

OPPOSITE BOTTOM: OVERLOOKING THE BAY OF 
FUNDY, ALMA, N.B.

TOP: CONSTRUCTION CONTINUES ON THE NEWEST 
BIKING PATH.

BELOW: MATTHEW SMITH OF PARKS CANADA TAKES 
A RIDE ON THE FIRST SOLE-PURPOSE MOUNTAIN 
BIKE TRAIL IN FUNDY NATIONAL PARK—THE BLACK 
HORSE TRAIL.
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®

Join Today
www.atlantic.caa.ca

“4:30 am. Flat tire.
No spare. Gulp!”

INJURY DIAGNOSIS TREATMENT RETURN

GET BACK UP AND 

RUNNING

5855 Spring Garden Road, Suite 301
Halifax, NS  902.429.2225  

www.activeapproach.ca

Dr. Richard Thompson, BA Kin (Hon), DC
Dr. Kelley McVarish, BSc (Hon), DC

TAKE THE ACTIVE APPROACH. LEAVE THE PAIN BEHIND.

Our goal is to provide the highest quality of care for all facets of your life.  Our 
multi-disciplinary clinic offers a number of treatment options to help optimize 
your overall health and get you back to enjoying your active life.

charity 

I rode in The Ride to Conquer Cancer 
to honour my father Brendon, who 
lost his battle with cancer in January. 

The pain of losing a father is immense 
and impossible to explain to anyone who 
hasn’t experienced the same loss. The 
Ride was for myself and thousands of 
others an opportunity for healing and 
companionship. It was equally an oppor-
tunity to participate in the fight against 
cancer. My incredible family and friends 
contributed generously to my cause and 
helped me to beat my fundraising goal 
by a wide margin. More than $19-million 
was raised for cancer research by this 
year’s riders in Ontario, more than any 
charity cycling event in Canadian history.

As a cancer charity, the Ride is an 
inherently activist event. It made perfect 
sense to me to petition the organizers 
of the Ride, asking them to drop their 
national title sponsorship deal with 
notorious pipeline company Enbridge. 
This company has a consistent record of 
damaging oil spills across the continent, 
while making little effort to prevent spills 
and dragging its feet on cleanup efforts. 
Over the past decade Enbridge pipelines 
have spewed millions of litres of danger-
ous, carcinogenic pollutants into our 
land and water.

My petition has generated support 
from people across the country. They 
understand that our battle against can-
cer must focus not only on a cure but 
also on the environmental causes of this 
insidious disease. Z

Riding
for a cure
 BY JON YAZER

ATLANTIC CANADA
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Ingredients:

1 lb boneless, skinless chicken breast(s) 450 g

2 Tbsp butter or margarine  30 mL

1 Tbsp lemon juice, fresh  15 mL

3 Tbsp whole wheat flour  45 mL

2 cups 1% milk   500 mL

1 tsp tarragon, dried  5 mL

1/8 tsp nutmeg   0.6 mL

1/4 tsp salt   1.25 mL

1/2 tsp black pepper, freshly ground 2.5 mL

1 cup part-skim mozzarella cheese 250 mL

4 cups broccoli   1 L

1 cup short grain brown rice  250 mL

1 Tbsp sesame seeds  15 mL

1/4 cup pecans, chopped  60 mL

1/2 tsp paprika   2.5 mL

Garnish with sour cream, sliced tomatoes, sliced 

cucumber, sliced red onion and lettuce.

Serves 6 Cook time : 1 hour 15 min

1 Dice boneless skinless chicken breast into 1" squares. 

Melt margarine or butter in a large non-stick skillet over 

medium-high heat. Sautee chicken until golden brown. 

Remove chicken, sprinkle with fresh squeezed lemon 

juice and set aside. 

2 Whisk flour into pan juices; cook, stirring, for 2 minutes 

to brown flour. Gradually whisk in milk, stirring constantly 

until smooth and thickened (i.e., coats the back of a 

spoon). Remove from heat; stir in tarragon, nutmeg, salt, 

pepper and half the grated cheese. 

3 Remove ends from fresh broccoli and cut spears. 

Quickly blanch in boiling unsalted water until just tender 

crisp. 

4 Prepare the short grain brown rice according to 

package directions in unsalted water. The pecans and 

sesame seeds can be added at the beginning of cooking 

time. 

5 Spray a 10 cup (2.5 L) oblong baking dish with 

vegetable oil cooking spray. Spread nutty rice over 

bottom of dish and top with the broccoli spears, cooked 

chicken, sauce and the remaining grated cheese. Sprinkle 

with paprika. 

6 Bake uncovered in a preheated 350ºF (180ºC) oven for 

45-60 minutes until bubbling and lightly browned.

Chicken, a good choice!
 Chickens are grain fed, primarily with corn, 

wheat and soybean.

 Chicken production in Canada prohibits the 

use of hormones or steroids.

 Chickens raised for meat in Nova Scotia roam 

freely in large, environmenally-controlled barns.

 Chickens always have access to feed and water 

to eat and drink when they choose.

 Chicken farmers follow On-Farm Food Safety 

and Animal Care Programs.

TRY THIS RECIPE!
CHICKEN AND BROCCOLI 

DIVAN OVER NUTTY RICE

health research 

Ginseng for the mind
Researchers on P.E.I. create a supplement to 
support brain health.
BY JENNA CONTER

CHARLOTTETOWN-BASED Neurodyn Inc. recently announced the 
North American launch of the new supplement NeuroPro, a con-
centrated source of compounds extracted from ginseng that have 

been found to support cognitive function, promote mental performance and 
enhance physical capacity. 

According to the company, NeuroPro has 
been formulated for individuals requiring 
cognitive, mental and physical support as they 
age. As ginseng has been historically shown 
to provide significant brain support, research-
ers at this PEI facility set out to isolate the 
key components that provide these benefits. 
Through a multi-year development process, 
Neurodyn researchers identified specific com-
pounds that have been refined to optimize the 
product’s benefits.

“By providing a historically relevant com-
pound from natural sources we are benefitting 

consumers,” says Kenneth Cawkell, Neurodyn 
CEO. “NeuroPro is a safe supplement for 
individuals who wish to take charge of and 
support their brain health.”

Neurodyn Inc. has developed its 
BioActives Discovery Engine™ through a 
combination of international partners with 
demonstrated historical knowledge of natural 
compounds, in-house medicinal chemistry 
capability and proprietary neurological 
models. Neurodyn uses this engine for its 
pharmaceutical and natural product 
development programs. Z
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© 2013 Mercedes-Benz Canada Inc. 2013 GLK 250 BlueTEC 4MATIC™ shown above. **Total price of $46,140 and down payment include freight/PDI of $1,995, dealer admin fee of $495, air-conditioning levy of $100, EHF tires, filters, batteries of $16, 

PPSA up to $27.80 and AMVIC fee of $6.25. Offers may change without notice and cannot be combined with any other offers. See your authorized Mercedes-Benz dealer for details or call the Mercedes-Benz Customer Relations Centre at 1-800-387-0100. 

Introducing the all-new 2013 GLK  
250 BlueTEC 4MATIC.™
Fill your photo album before your fuel tank.

THE ALL-NEW 2013 GLK 250 BlueTEC 4MATIC™. TOTAL PRICE1: $46,140**

BlueTEC diesel engine with best in class fuel economy

Powerfully equipped  with 200 hp and 369 lb-ft of torque at 1600-1800 rpm

4MATIC™ all-wheel drive offers perfect balance between agility and comfort
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Eating in the raw
Local market vendor turns passion for clean eating 

into a smorgasbord of natural products.
BY JESSIE DOYLE

I was introduced to raw food a few years before my partner Seth and 
I started our company, Fruition. While experimenting in the kitchen 
with raw nuts, seeds, vegetables and fruits, we were amazed at 

how delicious and healthy our creations were turning out. Since raw 
food is not cooked or heated above 110°F, the vitamins and enzymes 
have not been damaged, making it as nutrient-dense as possible.

We soon fell in love with the idea of combining super nutritious ingredients and 
healthy food, and turning them into delicious meals and decadent desserts. How could 
“health food” taste so good? It was like magic!

Soon, any chance to have people over or attend a potluck was an excuse to try 
a new vegan raw food recipe. We had friends over for raw pizza and tacos and even 
started making family members raw fruit pies for birthdays. Even skeptics 
who were not the healthiest of eaters were impressed and satisfied.

EAT REAL FOOD: MEALS PACKED WITH PUNCHES 
OF FLAVOUR AND NUTRIENTS DON’T ALWAYS 

NEED TO COME STEAMING OUT OF THE OVEN.

ATLANTIC CANADA
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25

grown locally from farmers not only tastes 
better and supports local business, but it 
actually contains more nutrients. I learned 
that nuts and seeds are not just great for 
making creamy sauces and cheesecakes, but 
contain essential fats necessary for brain 
function.

I learned that in addition to our body’s 
intake of nutrients, being happy and feeling 
a sense of community are necessary for opti-
mal health. By studying the science of 
nutrition and wellness, we are able to devel-
op our recipes and shape our business in the 
healthiest way possible. Z

Jessie is currently studying to become a 

Registered Holistic Nutritional Consultant at 

the Canadian School of Natural Nutrition. She is 

co-founder and head chef of Fruition, Halifax’s 

first raw food bar. Her love of food stems from 

in-depth knowledge of the effects that food 

has on our bodies, as well as environmental and 

animal rights issues.

COME TO FRUITION: DIPS, SOUPS, FRESH RAW SALADS AND CHOCOLATE ALMOND BARS 
ARE SOME OF THE HOMEMADE PRODUCTS MADE AT FRUITION, LOCATED IN THE HALIFAX 
SEAPORT FARMER’S MARKET.

Some people have church, others have family dinner night, but for 

me it was the farmers’ market that could not be interfered with. It 

seemed like the perfect place to sell our product.
JESSIE DOYLE
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Exploring Gros Morne in style
On wheels or on foot—the west coast of Newfoundland & Labrador is a feast for the senses.
STORY AND PHOTOGRAPHY BY CHRIS SURETTE

THE province of Newfoundland & Labrador is a rugged paradise that 
has been attracting adventurers since the days of the Vikings—and 
perhaps before. Recently, I was invited to see the beauty of Gros 

Morne National Park first hand. To enhance the experience, we were offered 
a 2014 Chevy Silverado. I grabbed a good friend to join me for the ride.

After flying into Deer Lake, we climbed 
into our brand new ride and set off towards 
the mountains of Gros Morne. It didn’t take 
long to appreciate the incredible landscape—
with mountains surrounding us as we weaved 
along the winding roads. 

We were given a map that contained 
directions to our first meeting spot‚ the small 
and colourful fishing community of Trout 
River. Set in a beautiful cove on the Gulf of 

St. Lawrence, here we were greeted by the 
town mayor and enjoyed refreshments and 
snacks while overlooking the beach.

Next we continued towards our resting 
spot for the evening: located in Norris Point 
on the Bonne Bay waterfront—the beauti-
ful Neddies Harbour Inn. Along the way we 
passed snow-capped mountains, the “Table 
Lands,” rivers, lots of wildlife (including a fox, 
a moose and several eagles), steep cliffs and 

WESTERN BROOK POND.

ON THE ROAD.

2014 CHEVY SILVERADO.

ATLANTIC CANADA
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Pleasure 
and pain
Quebec’s Nordic spas offer hot and cold treatments that 

leave your nerves exploding with sensation—all in the name 

of health and relaxation.
BY BRUCE SACH 

central canada

LET YOUR TROUBLES MELT AWAY: AT SPA NORDIK YOU 
CAN FLOAT IN SALT, JUST LIKE IN THE DEAD SEA.
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nordic spas

YOU’VE no doubt already been to a 
spa, but have you been to a Nordic 
spa? If not, I have good news for you. 

In one of Quebec’s open secrets, there has 
been a proliferation of what others might 
call Finnish or Scandanavian spas across 
the province.

The idea is ingenious and can be enjoyed 
at any time of the year. Here’s how it works. 
You start by going into a hot sauna, either 
a dry Finnish sauna or a Turkish-style wet 
sauna for, say, 10 minutes. When you can take 
no more heat, you splash into a three to 10 
degree Celsius bath—or if you’re in the coun-
try you roll in the snow or dip into an almost 
frozen pond or river.

Sound like your cup of tea? Initiates to 
this subtle form of torture-pleasure usually 
last no more than a minute of exposure to 
ice-cold water. But the effects are immedi-
ate—the body instantly calms down just 
after seeming to explode with sensation. The 
mind calms down too—not having had time 
to explode.

GOOD FOR US: COUPLES GETAWAY. 
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RETREAT FROM REALITY: THE SPA ADVANTAGE. 
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And then, as a reward, you go into a 
relaxing room where, depending on the type 
of spa, in silence you read magazines, your 
own book, close your eyes and do nothing, 
or plan your next assault on the hot and 
cold pools.

It was only after my initial Nordic spa 
experience that I read about the benefits. Very 
dry reading indeed, which I have translated 
into more reader-friendly material. (In italics 
and brackets). 

Alternating between warm and cold baths 
stimulates the body and provides relaxation. 
Blood vessels dilate while heartbeat and blood 
pressure decrease. Warm water relaxes the 
muscles and opens the pores, which facilitates 
detoxification, increasing the blood flow and 
allowing for better oxygenation of the body. 
(It’ll knock your socks off!)

Treatments can reduce the aches and 
pains associated with rheumatism, arthritis, 
osteoarthritis and other degenerative diseases, 
while relaxing the muscles and providing a 
sense of general relaxation. (You’ll feel like 

a million bucks!) During the cold bath, the 
blood vessels contract while heartbeat and 
blood pressure increase, stimulating the 
immune system and bloodstream while invigo-
rating the skin. (It’s worth taking the plunge!) 

Treats for the senses
More good news: I have yet to visit a Nordic 
spa in Quebec that did not serve original and 
healthy cuisine. The Bota-Bota is no excep-
tion. We treated ourselves to a delicious leek 
soup—even though two hours frolicking in 
the cold and hot water didn’t leave us with 
much of an appetite. Bota-Bota is located 
in downtown Montréal—on a boat! Because 
you’re smack dab in the middle of the 
harbour, the views overlooking downtown 
Montréal are fantastic and it can’t be beat 
for convenience.

A more rural setting is the Spa Nordik, in 
Chelsea, just outside of Ottawa. This popular 
Nordic spa is now the largest one in Canada; it 
includes an Epsom salt swimming pool where 
you can enjoy a Kalla treatment—similar to 

floating in the Dead Sea.
The Spa Nordik is barely 15 minutes away 

from downtown Ottawa. In spite of this, its 
location is purely natural—at the edge of 
Gatineau Park—with the number of people 
allowed into the baths and especially into the 
Kalla treatment bath being carefully limited.

I have yet to visit a Nordic spa in Quebec 
that did not go out of its way to make for a 
pleasantly visual experience while you relax 
between hot and cold plunges. Both the 
Montréal and Old Chelsea Spa deserve men-
tion for this.

However, the Balnea Spa, one hour east 
of Montréal, has tried the hardest to make 
this the experience visually interesting. This 
little piece of paradise is relatively close to 
the main highway linking Montréal to the 
Quebec’s Eastern townships. Relaxation rooms 
offer nature films, views overlooking the 
extensive grounds and even huge aquariums. 
The entire building reminds one of an ultra-
modern home with cozy nooks and crannies 
for relaxing. Z
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As a reward, you go into a relaxing room 
where, depending on the type of spa, in 

silence you read magazines, your own book, 
close your eyes and do nothing, or plan your 

next assault on the hot and cold pools.



Ham Panini 
with Balsamic Hummus

Preparation Time:  10 minutes

Cook Time:  5 minutes

Yield:  4 sandwiches

 

Ingredients

1/3 cup (75 mL)  hummus

1 tbsp (15 mL)  aged balsamic vinegar

1 tsp (5 mL)  Dijon mustard

1  green onion, minced

1 tbsp (15 mL)  chopped fresh basil

8  slices whole grain bread

 

Cooking Directions

1.  In a small bowl, stir together hummus, vinegar,  

 mustard, onion and basil. Spread mixture over  

 bread slices. Top half of the bread with ham,   

 pepper and tomato slices. Sprinkle with cheese.

2.  Top each with remaining bread slices and place  

 in panini press. Close lid and grill until bread   

 is golden and cheese is melted. Cut in half on   

 the diagonal to serve.

 

Tip: If you dont’ have a panini press, brush the 

sandwiches lightly with oil and place on nonstick 

skillet over medium heat and place another clean 

skillet on top to weigh sandwiches down. Cook 

until golden and turn over. Repeat with remaining 

sandwiches. To roast peppers, grill over medium 

high heat or place under broiler, turning  

occasionally for about 10 minutes or until blistered 

and blackened. 

 

Nutrition Facts (per sandwich): Calories 291,  

Protein 16 g, Carbohydrates 30 g, Fibre 5.8 g,  

Fat 10 g (Saturated 4.3 g), Cholesterol 25 mg,  

Sodium 524 mg 
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Wellness at work
Don’t wait for the boss to plan for your wellbeing. 

Marty “The Health Guy” tells you how to start an 

Employee Wellness Program today.

BY MARTY MENARD

DID you know that over 15 million Canadian adults spend 
half their waking hours at work? And that’s not even 
taking into account the commute! That’s a lot of time 

sitting on our butts at our desks, in our cars, in front of our com-
puters, in cafeterias and boardrooms. It’s this sedentary lifestyle 
that is wreaking havoc on our bodies and minds every single day.

health  

 Over time, this sustained level of physi-
cal inactivity plays a huge role in our ability 
to earn more money and move on up the 
corporate ladder. There are countless studies 
showing a direct correlation between pro-
longed physical inactivity and serious health 
risks such as cardiovascular disease, hyperten-
sion, Type 2 diabetes, osteoarthritis, certain 
cancers, stroke, increased stress and obesity.

How does this cost you and the com-
pany you work for money and opportunity? 
Because being sedentary and inactive stresses 
our bodies and minds. Simply put, the more 
stressed-out you are at work the more you 
reach for salty, sugary foods at your desk; the 
more often you “just have to” take a smoke 
break; and the more often you DON’T find 
time to exercise and take care of yourself.

This means you’re more likely to suffer 
from lower self-esteem, greater absenteeism, 
lost productivity, less respect from co-
workers, increased long-term disability costs, 
increased short-term disability costs, increased 
drug benefit costs and higher Worker's 
Compensation claims.

According to the Global 
Business and Economic Round Table, 
7.5 million Canadians—each year, every 
year—actually suffer depression, anxiety, 
substance abuse or another mental disorder; 
and the cost to the Canadian economy from 
workplace stress, depression and mental illness 
is 35 million lost workdays and an estimated 
$35 billion in lost productivity annually.

It’s time for both the company and the 
frontline workers who keep the company 
successful to start taking their health and 
wellness very seriously!  

As a leader in corporate health pro-
grams for a decade, I have worked with large 
companies like TD Canada Trust and General 
Dynamics Land Systems, along with smaller 
local companies with less than 30 employees. 
I learned that no matter what the size of the 
business, they all have one thing in common—
the importance of human capital.

So why are you waiting for your supervi-
sor, the HR department or the CEO to make 
that decision for you? Starting a health and 
wellness initiative with your co-workers is as 

easy as spreading the flu around the office—
and it won’t be long before it becomes just as 
contagious! 

Employee health and wellness programs 
are aptly named; they're designed to help 
make employees healthy and well. A simple 
employee wellness initiative can help employ-
ees become more engaged and more 
productive in their jobs. A targeted health 
campaign will increase employee satisfaction 
and reduce work stress. Whether it’s as simple 
as a “Steps Challenge” or as fun and engaging 
as a “Biggest Loser” competition, investing just 
a little time in your health and wellbeing will 
pay big dividends to your health—and your 
bank account! Z

As a health coach and motivational speaker, 

“Marty the Health Guy” motivates Canadians to 

better health. Sought by television, radio and 

print media, Marty produces and hosts Marty 

the Health Guy on Corus Entertainment’s AM980 

and on Rogers DAYTIME's Fit4Living with Marty 

the Health Guy. Marty's team-bonding corporate 

fitness and workplace wellness programs create 

stronger organizations. martythehealthguy.com

Being sedentary and inactive stresses our bodies and minds. 
Simply put, the more stressed-out you are at work the more you 
reach for salty, sugary foods at your desk; and the more you 
“just have to” take a smoke break.
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me until I finally reached out for medical help 
and was diagnosed with post-partum depres-
sion. Although I received treatment for the 
illness, I still couldn’t find the motivation to 
regain my healthy and active lifestyle.

One day changed my life completely. As 
I was cleaning my husband’s office, I noticed 
a photo of myself in a swimsuit calendar that 
was published shortly before I became preg-
nant. I was shocked to see how much I had let 
my body go during pregnancy and the time 
that followed—I hardly recognized the slim, fit 
woman staring back at me.

Who had I become? I wanted to be able 
to run around easily with my young son and 
feel good about myself again. I knew 
at that moment I needed to get my 

Back in form
My son was the light of my life, but I was trapped by post-partum 

depression and could not lose the added weight, until an old 

photograph from my modeling days challenged me to regain my 

health, fitness and self-confidence.
BY KAREN GAUVREAU 

SOMETIMES, all it takes is one moment to see everything in a 
different light. In my case, this rings true. In my early twenties 
I was fortunate when it came to having a desirable body image. 

As a bikini model, I dedicated my life to an extremely healthy and active 
lifestyle, ensuring I could maintain a picturesque figure. And while my 
livelihood depended on modeling, my fitness and health regime kept me 
happy and confident. 

This all changed drastically when I became 
pregnant. By the time I gave birth to my son, 
I had gained nearly 70 pounds and kept it on 
for months after he was born.

Everyone expects pregnancy to bring an 
expanding waistline and other “joys” of preg-
nancy such as stretch marks, heartburn and, 

of course, weight gain, but the added pounds 
did not sit well on my five-foot frame. I was 
overjoyed with my healthy baby boy, but the 
extra weight started to take a huge toll on my 
appearance and self-confidence.

I was lethargic, unmotivated and 
depressed. I didn’t know what was wrong with 
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health back—there was no more putting it off!
I thought back to my former modeling 

days as inspiration to get back in the saddle. 
I remembered my first visit to the Playboy 
Mansion back in 2008, where models showed 
me the basics of fitness—light cardio and 
resistance training. With that in mind, I made 
a conscious effort to train five times a week. 
In addition to exercising, I modified my diet to 
include six healthy, proportioned meals a day, 
and abandoned my new routine of three large, 
unhealthy meals.

Breakfast consisted of oatmeal and egg 
whites; lunch, veggies, potatoes, fish, chicken 
or turkey breast; and dinner was comfort—a 
stir fry with a healthy serving of veggies, rice 
and fish. On Sundays, as a reward for sticking 
to my fitness regimen and diet, I indulged in 
small servings of chocolate and peanut butter 
ice cream. 

Although it was a slow transformation, 
I started to regain the figure and confidence 
I had before the pregnancy. Within only one 
week, my clothes were getting looser and I 
began to see a change in my figure. I had 
energy and could finally keep up with my 
ever-active two year-old. My post-pregnancy 
weight was 173 pounds. Today, at 110, I am 63 
pounds lighter and healthier. Although I weigh 
slightly more than my pre-pregnancy self, I 

have a much better body composition, hav-
ing gained lean muscle and less fat. I’ve never 
been in better shape! 

My family has helped keep my eye on 
the prize throughout this entire battle, 
including the ups and the downs. I’ve been 
fortunate to land amazing opportunities 
such as becoming a sponsored athlete and 
brand ambassador for SD Pharmaceuticals, 
a nutritional supplement company, where 
I’ll be featured in the company’s Canada-
wide and international print advertising 
campaign! I also have several fitness photo 
shoots in the works; getting back into mod-
eling in a different context is making me 
finally feel happy again. 

My struggle with post-partum depression 
and weight gain is not unique. However, look-
ing back now, I realize it was a blessing in 
disguise. I can empathize with many mothers 
who are coping with the exact same issues 
and can honestly say that while the situation 
can appear bleak, there is always a light at the 
end of the tunnel. My battle with weight 
allowed me to overcome an obstacle I never 
thought I would be able to conquer, and has 
taught me a lot about myself, my family and 
my future. If I can do it, anyone can. Don’t 
give up until you achieve the lifestyle and 
quality of life you deserve! Z

Although it was a slow 
transformation, I started 
to regain the figure and 
confidence I had before the 
pregnancy. Within only one 
week, my clothes were getting 
looser and I began to see a 
change in my figure.

back in form

TOP: KAREN HAS RETURNED TO MODELLING AFTER 
LOSING HER POST-PREGNANCY WEIGHT.

LEFT TOP: KAREN AS A BRIDESMAID AT HER 
FRIEND’S WEDDING.

LEFT BOTTOM: KAREN VISITS AN AQUARIUM WITH 
HER SON, WESLEY.

BEFORE

AFTER
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The peaceful runner
Running can reduce stress and improve mental health even 

as it opens up new vistas of competition and adventure.

BY CHRISTINE BLANCHETTE

IF you’ve been running for longer than six months you have already 
reaped the benefits, including a stronger heart and lungs, a leaner phy-
sique and better mental well-being.

When you combine fresh air with vita-
min D and endorphins that kick in after a 
run, you are better prepared than most to 
handle whatever stresses are thrown your way. 
Indeed, running is good therapy for both body 
and mind. 

Participating in a physical activity like 
running can help those that suffer from 
depression. “Running is a social activity that 
is helpful for people who are suffering from 
mental illness because they often end up 
isolated and trying to cope on their own,” 
says Dr. Valerie Taylor, chief psychiatrist at 
Women’s College Hospital in Toronto, and an 
avid runner. “Running groups also help to 
relieve stress because participants may share 
stories about their struggles that they might 
not tell their friends or family.”

You may be surprised to know that 
women are three times more likely than men 
to suffer from depression. Research indicates 
that one in four women will experience some 
form of depression in their lifetime. 

Shoppers Drug Mart kicked off Canada’s 
first and only national women’s and girl’s run-
ning race series in Unionville, Ont. on June 
22. After Unionville, Vancouver (July 13), and 
Calgary (July 27), runs will be held in Halifax 
(August 10), Ottawa (August 24), and Quebec 
City (September 21).

Dr. Taylor is thrilled that a portion of 

the proceeds are going to Women’s College 
Hospital: “Not only will this race provide funds 
to ensure our programs thrive, it will also raise 
awareness about women’s mental health and 
promote healthy living. Supporting women in 
their efforts to make running a part of their 
regular routine is a critical step in ensuring 
the wellbeing of women and families.”

The Shopper’s Drug Mart Run for Women 
Series consists of a 5K, 10K and Little Steps 
Girls 1K and includes a motivational talk from 
a Canadian Olympian in each city. 

Jennifer Heil, a 30-year-old Montreal 
resident and Olympic gold and silver medal 
winner, is the first featured speaker in 
Unionville. The brand new mother of baby boy 
Danik, she is passionate about speaking to 
girls and women about being active and how 
they can succeed in the goals they set.

“I’m excited to be a part of the women’s 
series because it encourages an active lifestyle 
and supports women’s mental health initia-
tives across the country,” she says. “As a new 
mom I know that remaining physically active 
is as important as ever to ensure I maintain 
my wellbeing and a balanced lifestyle.”

In a recent interview I asked Heil to 
explain the importance of “physical literacy.” 

Heil was always physically active as a 
child, laying the foundation for the future 
freestyle mogul-skiing Olympian. “It is about 

mental health

teaching physical literacy at an early age, 
emphasizing physical activity to kids and tar-
geting a more balanced lifestyle,” she said. 

Another role model for the run is Karine 
Champagne who is participating in the Quebec 
City run on September 21. She created the run-
ning club called Mères-Veilleuses, “for moms 
out of shape, or in need of extra motivation!”

The 39-year-old Quebec native and 
20-year TVA French news anchor spoke of 
her struggles and how running helped her 
overcome a severe case of depression in 2010. 
“I was six months out and couldn’t read and 
watch television. It started with insomnia 
and a problem with my memory. I started to 
talk down about myself. I realized I needed 
to see my doctor, and he suggested I exercise. 
I did. During that time I was sleeping, crying 
and training. Medication and sports were the 
prescriptions, so I ran, swam, biked, cried—and 
took the pills. I want to fight the taboo—to 
make it okay to talk about it.”

The program worked—and not just her 
mental recovery. In 2011 she medaled in 
the age 35 to 39 category in the Canadian 
Triathlon Championships in Kelowna (750-m 
swim, 5-km bike and 5-km run) and went on 
to race in the World Championships in New 
Zealand in 2012.

Champagne has big dreams and aspira-
tions, including climbing Mount Kilimanjaro 
in July, which prompted her to declare that 
her depression was “like a gift, as it helped 
put me there.” Z

christineruns.com, Twitter: christineruns

LITTLE STEPS GIRLS 1K RUN.
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opti-direct: atlantic canada marketplace

Discover the R4R Team Difference!

raceforareason.ca 
 Toll free: 1-855-835-5267

Image: Patagonia, Chile

Walk, Run, Cycle or Trek with us in 2013/14 to:

Wine & Dine PIY $1550  PIF $2650*
Jamaica         PIY $2650  PIF $3750*
Disney            PIY $1800  PIF $2900*
Patagonia    PIY $6500  PIF $7350*
Tuscany        PIY $4275  PIF $5375*

Join an R4R team and Pay-it-Yourself (PIY) or Pay-it-For-
ward (PIF) for the charity or cause of your choice!

Lowest goals created for your ultimate success!

All packages include air + hotel + on site staff +
 celebrations + R4R apparel + training program.

Land Only packages also available.

        
           *all details & pricing approximate to be confirmed.
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opti-direct: marketplace

CREATE A COMMUNITY GARDEN

Offering YogaFit® classes, workshops, CDs, DVDs, 
YogaFit® clothing and accessories.

/yfcanada @yogafitcanada Registered with the Yoga Alliance

North America’s Largest Yoga School offering YogaFit® Trainings across Canada.

Visit our 
Training Centre 

& Boutique in Toronto!

898 Danforth Ave.
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mind coach WITH JOSEPH SEILER

Mirror, mirror on the wall
Are we attractive? The way we see ourselves and others depends 
on our perspective—and our intention.

WE often don’t see ourselves as 
worthy or as beautiful or as strong 
as we actually are. To experience 

oneself as worthy of happiness is to have a 
healthy level of self esteem.

When it comes to body image, females are 
most likely to perceive of their looks as not 
quite good enough, even inferior. According to 
a study conducted by Dove (the people who 
make Dove soap and related products) six out 
of 10 girls avoid activities because they don’t 
like how they look.

Moving up to women, Dove conducted 
an experiment where a group of women 
were in a room together for a time and 
asked just to socialize and get to know each 
other. They were then, one by one, asked to 
sit behind a curtain and answer questions 
about how their face looks while a police 
artist tried to draw them from the descrip-
tions they gave.

Another person from the group then sat 
behind the curtain and answered the same 
questions about the lady who just left; the 
artist drew a second picture based on the new 
answers. The one who was drawn was then 
shown the two pictures. It was disturbingly 
consistent and sad to note that the woman 
described herself as much less attractive than 
others saw her.

Dustin Hoffman, star of the movie Tootsie, 
spent over a year with makeup specialists to 
see if they could make him look like a realistic 
female. Hoffman didn’t want to do the movie 
unless that basic test could be a success. Once 
they had that foundation up to his satisfac-
tion, he then asked them to make him a more 
beautiful woman. They told him, “No, you’ve 
got all we can do for you.”

Hoffman was devastated and expressed 
remorse about how he had missed out on 
knowing so many beautiful human beings 
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because he had labelled them as not physi-
cally beautiful enough. He experienced low 
self esteem when he looked at Tootsie in the 
mirror and that was a humbling and extremely 
valuable experience for him.

What we see in the mirror is tainted by 
what we see in our head. What we look for, 
we find, including a tiny pimple or a scratch 
or some kind of asymmetry. We don’t usually 
smile at ourselves in the mirror, and wouldn’t 
that colour our opinion of our looks?

There it is. It is my opinion of my looks 
that tells the lie. When you see me, if you 
choose to esteem me, you will see beauty. 
If you decide I am ugly, then I am ugly and 
you can point to many things to substantiate 
your claim. Me too, toward you. Both of us, 
toward ourselves.

Recall those complex pictures with 

hundreds of cartoon people where you are 
invited to find Waldo. I don’t have a chance 
unless I know something about what Waldo 
looks like. But if I have that image in my 
head, I’ll find him, even though he is buried 
in the throng.

If I have an image of ugly in my head and 
I go looking for it in the mirror, guess what? 
I’ll find some of it. This has to do with inten-
tion. If I intend to find ugly, it’s easy to find. 
If my intention is to live a happy life and at 
least allow myself to look attractive, that too 
is as easy to find.

What is your intention? When you look at 
yourself? When you look at me? Just curious. Z

Joseph Seiler, MCC, is a success coach who helps 

people to be clear about what they want and to 

then go get it. jseiler@yournaturaledge.com.

We don’t usually smile at ourselves in 
the mirror, and wouldn’t that colour 
our opinion of our looks?
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New Vector Protein* Bars are 
packed with crunchy nuts and 
have 11g of protein to help you 
achieve your personal Vectories.*

FUEL THE FEELING.
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